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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Purpose of the Study and this Report 
This study was sponsored by the NASA Office of Aeronautics and Space 
Technology (NASA/OAST) and undertaken by JWK International Corporation to 
provide an assessment of the socio-economic benefits to be derived from 
system applications of space technology goals developed by NASA to satisfy 
national needs. The study involves three principal analytical tasks. The 
first -- Review of NASA/OAST Space Technology Goals -- was st'ructured to 
determine the extent of capabilities and limitations associated with the 
goals. The second -- Identify Systems Applications -- was designed to 
identify significant systems applications of each space technology goal in 
terms of potential benefits related to a specified set of National Needs. 
The third task -- Evaluate Potential Benefits -- was designed to provide 
a gross assessment of the socio-economic benefits to be derived from 
selected system applications. 
Results of the first task were reported to NASA/OAST with a briefing and 
presentation of working papers on April 8, 1976. Subsequent discussion 
provided further guidance for the pursuit of the remaining tasks. 
An interim report was presented to NASA/OAST on June 4, 1976 which reported 
progress to date and completion of the second task. It described the pro-
cess and rationale employed to identify and categorize thirty-eight major 
system applications. Ten applications were selected for further consider-
ation, according to the following criteria: 
• the satisfaction of National Needs 
• the technological feasibility of accomplishment 
• their relation to Space Technology Goals, and 
• the feasibility of socio-economic benefit assessment. 
The ten candidate applications were: 
1. Electronic mail 
2. Personal telephone communications 
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3. Weather and climate monitoring, prediction and control 
4. Power production and dissemination for terrestrial utility 
5. Crop production forecasting and water availability 
6. Space processing and production 
7. Earth science 
8. Formation and evolution of the Solar System 
9. Nature and causes of solar activity 
10. Search for extraterrestrial intelligence. 
NASA/OAST selected candidates 1, 2, 3, and 5 from the above recommended list 
and nominated two others -- Planetary Engineering, specifically modification 
of the atmosphere of the planet Venus and Planetary Exploration. 
B. Description of the Approach 
The six selected areas for evaluation and analysis were: 
1. Electronic Mail 
2. Personal Telephone Communications 
3. Weather and Climate Monitoring, Prediction, and Control 
4. Crop Production Forecasting and Water Availability 
5. Planetary Engineering of the Planet Venus 
6. ?lanetary Exploration 
Benefit assessment of the selected system applications was pursued through a 
sequence of stages with variations of content or details as appropriate to 
each. First, a system description was prepared in sufficient detail to permit 
an evaluation of technical feasibility and to serve as a basis for defining 
and estimating benefits. These system descriptions were based primarily on 
applications from the Outlook for Space and related literature. ~~en examin-
ation of feasibility revealed a technical limitation, it was described and 
the system description amended to achieve feasibility. This included 
recommendations for system improvements as necessary or appropriate. Pre-
liminary estimates of development and operations costs were made especially 
when this information was needed for the benefits assessment. 
Then, each system application was examined in terms of relationships to the 
national needs. It was decided to concentrate on socio-economic benefits 
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that would contribute to six of the Needs -- Economy, Energy, Environment, 
Protection of Life and Property, Food and Natural Resources, and New Knowledge. 
Contributions to Defense were considered, and included where appropriate. 
Next, a full cataloging of potential socio-economic benefits was undertaken. 
In its first stage, there was no concern for quantification. The emphasis 
was placed on developing a wide Tange of conceivable benefits for each 
application. Later, the search for data and the process of estimating the 
magnitudes of benefits was pursued. The data seaTch was spread beyond 
libraries and technical literature. Inquiries ,.,rere addressed to association 
researchers, academicians, businessmen, civil servants, and others -- where-
eveT clues led and the phone reached. Keen interest and wjlling cooperation 
was the usual response but some searches did not succeed. Some other 
inquiries had to be curtailed as time passed. Insofar as possible, potential 
benefits were estimated,from recorded data. Often, the judgment of experienced 
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analysts was used to amplify on limited data always seeking objectivity \ 
and reasonable magnitudes. When impossible to quantify a benefit -- from lack 
of data or time -- qualitative descriptions were made. 
These system descriptions and benefits assessments are the principal product 
of this study. They are presented in Chapter IV of this report in the form 
of case studies. 
C. Summary and Conclusions 
1; Electronic Mail 
• The technology required for the electronic mail system will be 
available within a decade. The system could be tested within 5 or 6 
years and fully implemented by 1990. 
• The need for faster, more reliable, and less costly mail service 
is pressing. 
.' For nationwide service, the system will require three geosynchronous 
satellites, with periodic replacements, and about 25,000 transmitter-
receiver stations in Post Offices. 
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• Development costs will approximate $12 billion during the initial 
six years. Annual operating costs of S4.62 billions are dominated 
by personnel costs, most of which will be sp~nt for mail service 
whether or not this system is developed. 
o Substantial socio-economic benefits will accrue to the nation, its 
industry, and its people. 
• The system recommends itself for n'ear-future development and 
implementation. 
Personal Telephone Communications 
G A personal communications system, using geosynchronous satellites 
with large antennae and small personal tTansceivers, is feasible 
with expected technological advances. 
o It will require communications satellites of uncommon size, requiring 
a space shuttle system and capability for assembly in space. 
• System development and experir'1ental phases would cost about $160 
million. Implementation costs will approximate $300 millions and, 
annual operations costs of $10 million are estimated. The program 
could begin by 1983 and be operational by 1990 . 
• The personal communication system'will produce substantial social 
and economic benefits, expected to surpass $640 millions per year: 
3. Weathe~ and Climate Forecasting, Monitoring and Control 
... 
.. 
• By 1985, an operational system could be implemented, based on the 
GARP global experiment. The network would include 2 to 4 satellites 
in near-Earth, Sun-s}uchronous and geostationary orbits. Existing 
facilities for weather and climate obseTvations would be incorporated. 
• The effects of weather and climate are universal. Longer range and 
accurate forecasts of weather and climate changes will be totally 
pervasive. Such forecasts will improve crop productivity, reduce losses 
of life and property, create new industries, impTove safety, reduce . 
costs of public planning efforts, and benefit many other undertakings. 
• 
'. 
· 
The potential socia-economic ga.ins of improved weather and clima.te 
forecasting al'e so great that the recommendation for continued develop-
ment of this capability is emphatic . 
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4. Crop Production Forecasting and Water Availability 
• Satellite systems offer a feasible and systematic approach to 
greatly enhanced capabilities for crop forecasting, resource 
management, and water inventory observations. 
• Increasing world food needs, declining surpluses, and rising 
prices will require major efforts to increase productivity of 
food production and water management - to sustain our economy 
and to help other nations. 
• The system will involve multi-sensor satellites, other earth- and 
atmosphere borne sensors, large data transmission and processing 
capabilities, optimal sampling strategies, sensors with high 
signal-to-noise ratios, large antennae in space, and further 
improved predictive models. 
• Economic benefits from improved management of earth resources 
may easily exceed $2 billion annually. Social benefits may be 
even greater. The satellite systems would cost only a fraction 
of such sums. 
~ TIlis system is needed, its implementation should be pursued 
urgently. 
5. Planetary Engineering of the Planet Venus 
o The ability of man to alter the atmosphere and surface of Venus so that 
the planet will sustain human, animal, and plant life appears to be 
feasible. ' 
o Such a development may, in the next millenium, be required for the 
further existence of the human race, 
• TIle seeding of the Venusian atmosphere with certain spores of blue-green 
algae, with supporting photosynthesis, seems to be the most feasib'le 
way to effect the changes. 
• The costs of starting such a project would be minimal for several years, 
The entire project costs should be somewhat less than $20 B dollars. 
• It is recommended that the first phase, laboratory studies and 
experimentation be started in the near future. The further 
implementation of the program would take place at an appropriate time. 
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6. Planetary Exploration 
• A three-phase planetary exploration program is needed over the next 
few decades 
• The first phase, reconnaisance, already under way, will be completed 
before the end of the century 
• The exploration phase will also be completed by the end of the 
century 
• The intensive study phase will be underway by this time 
• During the twenty-first century the intensive study phase will 
continue, and exploitation and colonization of certain planets and 
satellites will proceed. 
D. Structure of this Report 
The remainder of this report is organized as fOllows.!! Section II 
presents a discussion of National Needs, NASA Themes, and their inter-
relationships. The third Section identifies Major Applications of Spac~ 
Technology, and their relationships to NASA Themes and National Needs. 
Section IV includes the socio-economic benefit assessments for the six 
selected system applications. The final Section presents a brief 
summary of potential benefits froll) the selected Space System Applications, 
as related to National Needs. 
!! Some subject matter from the interim report has been repeated here to 
make this report more self-sufficient. 
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II. NATIONAL NEEDS, NASA THEMES J Al'lD SPACE TEC}l;'l"OLOGY GOALS 
A. National Needs 
For purposes of this study, seven National Needs were provided to us by 
NASA/OAST. These are: 
1. Economy 
2. Energy 
3. Environment 
4. Protection of Life and Property 
5. Food and Other Natural Resources 
6. Defense 
7. New Knowledge 
In the balance of the report, we have related these National Needs to the 
major system applications that have been developed. 
B. NASA Themes 
NASA/OAST supplied us 'vi th six Themes to use in structuring this report. 
These are: 
1. Global Service Systems 
2. Space Power Platforms 
3. Industrialization of Space 
4. Advanced Space Transport Systems 
5. Exploration of the Solar System 
6. Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence 
A discussion of the objectives of each Theme and a brief description of each 
system follows: 
1. Global Service Systems 
The purpose of Global ~ervice Systems will be to enable practical global 
observations and operations servi,ces through a IOOO-fold increase in the 
ability to acquire, process, and disseminate useful information for a wide 
variety of applications at less than current costs. 
A series of large mUltipurpose satellites will be placed in low-Earth or 
geosynchronous orbits. They will have highly-developed observati.71al sensors 
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for data acquisition; improved data processing, switching, storage, and 
communication capability; and advanced pmoJ'er generation equipment. They 
will be capable of autonomous operation for long periods of time. 
2. Space Power Platforms 
The obj ective of the Space PO\'Jer Platform Theme is to provide, in an 
evolutionary process, the power needed for operation of space vehicles and 
stations, for space manufacturing, and for laser propulsion systems. 
UI timately J the systems \'iOuld provide the capability of generating power in 
space and transferring it to Earth for terrestrial utility. 
Large space power platforms will be placed in geosynchronous or low Earth 
orbit. Advanced solar power gen'.::ration systems, including large solar array~, 
will be required as well as adYaIlced radioisotope thermoelectric generators. 
Advanced energy storage will be required. Power transmission would be by 
microwave and high-power laser beams. Large ground-based rectennas would 
ultimately be required. 
3. Industrialization of Space 
The purpose of this Theme is to develop the technology to provide practical 
exploitation and utilization of space. This technology will permit the 
fabrication and assembly of large structures for orbiting and lunar habitats. 
Facilities will be provided in space for manufacturing, development and 
processing of biologicals and other materials for earth consumption, and 
scientific and medical research. Lunar bases will be established to exploit 
any potential benefits to be derived from the Moon. There will be facilities 
in space for carrying out toxic or otherwise hazardous processes. Ultimately, 
space hospitals could become a reality. 
4. Advanced Space Transportation Systems 
In order to construct the facilities and provide the long-term logistical 
support for future space activities to benefit mankind, transportation systems 
which have high perforrn.ance carabilities and low unit and mission costs must 
be developed. 
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Some of the technological developments required to meet this goal are: 
(1) to improve space structures by using ne"" material combinations to achieve 
structural weight reductions; (2) to increase the efficiency of propulsion 
-systems and fuels; (3) to increase the reliability of and reduce power 
requirements for on-board electronic systems; (4) to increase the capacity 
for data acquisition, processing, storing, and transmission; and (5) to 
increase the pmver density of space pmver systems. 
S. Exploration of the Solar System 
The purpose of this Theme is to increase mankind's knowledge of the evolution,
 
dynamics, and physical and chemical characteristj cs of the Slm, planets and 
their satellites, asteroids, comets, and interplanetary material and cosmic 
rays. 
This would require a coordinated program between NASA and other space agencies
 
and world-wide observatories and other astronomical installations. 
The system to accomplish this objective could include: (1) manned and unmanned 
Earth-orbital instrumented spacecraft; (2) advanced solar probes and sun-
orbiting satellites; (3) advanced lunar e).-plO1'ation and the establishment of 
lunar bases; (4) visits to comets and asteroids; (5) planetary manned and 
unmami.ed fly-bys, orbital flights, and landings; and (6) Earth, lunar, and 
planetary-based astronomical and detection instruments. 
6. Search for Extraterrestrial life 
From Stephen H. Dole Habitable Planets for Han: 
"within one hundred light years of the earth (a relatively 
small di.stance when it is considered that the thickness of 
our galaxy is over ten thousan9. light-years at the center 
and its diameter is about eighty thousand light-years), 
there should be about fifty habitable planets." 
The purpose of this Theme is to define a long-term program to detect and 
conununicate with intelligent life else\vhere in the universe. We must also 
. transmit intelligible signals ourselves, since other civilizations would 
also be looking for signals. 
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The system would inc
lude: (1) Earth-base
d and orbital proces
sors and 
facilities capable o
f receiving, identif
ying, and processing
 signals from 
other civilizations;
 (2) equipment to transm
it intelligible sign
als from 
Earth into deep-spac
e; (3) large arrays erec
ted on the moon or a
steroids; 
and (4) long-life spacec
raft to probe outside
 the :olar system. 
C. §p.ace Technology Go
als 
The following space 
teclmology goals hav
e been specified to 
JWK 111ternational 
by NASA/OAST for use
 in the present stud
y. 
SUPERGOAL: To enhan
ce future space syst
ems by a lOOO-fold 
increase in 
effectiveness. 
1. INFORMATION ACQUISIT
ION: A ten times increas
e in capability to 
provide a capacity o
f 1016 bits/year. 
2. SPACE STRUCTURES
: The capability of
 providing ten times
 larger 
structures up to on
e kilometer in diam
eter. 
3. POWER CAPACITY: 
To provide Hve time
s the power capacity
 up to 
200 watts/kilogram a
nd 100 watt-hours/ki
lograms. 
4. INFORMATION NANA
GHlliNT: A 1000-fold
 increase in capabi
lity to 
handle up to 10
16 bits/year. 
5. PROPULSION EFFICI
ENCY: A IOOO-fold 
increase in efficien
cy to 
provide the capabili
ty of 105 kilograms/
year. 
6. TRfu~SPORTATION C
OSTS: To cut costs 
by a factor of ten t
o provide 
$50 /potmd to low earth
 orbit and $500 jpound to 
geosynchronous 
earth orbit. 
7. SPACECRAFT COSTS
: To cut costs by a
 factor of ten so th
at the 
yield is 8¢/megabit. 
8. MISSION SUPPORT 
COST: To provide m
ission support at on
e-half the 
present cost. 
9. SOFTWARE COSTS: 
To cut .costs by a fa
ctor of ten to 2¢/me
gabit. 
Figure 1 relates the
 NASA/OAST Space Tec
hnology Goals to the
 NASA Themes. 
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UPERGOAL TO ENHANCE FUTURE SPACE SYSTEMS BY A lOOO-FOLD INCREASE IN EFFECTIVENESS 
Information I Space Power Informatiory Propulsion Transporta- Spacecraft 
Acquisition Structures Capacity Management I Efficiency tion Costs Costs 
YST TECH GOALS 5x Increase 
lOOG-Fold In~JOOG-Fold Inc 10-Fold Inc. lOx Larger 200 Watts/Kg lO-Fold nec lO-Fold Dec 
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Search for X X' X ><-t!< Extraterres-trial Intelligence 
FIGURE 1: THEMI3S VS. SPACE TECHNOLOGY GOALS 
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III. MAJOR APPLICATIONS OF SPACE TECHNOLOGY 
In Task II of this study we identified and categorized thirty-eight major 
system applications. We repeat these herein for complateness and possible 
future planning purposes. We divided these into eight categories as follows: 
1. Communications and Information Flow 
a. Telephone-type communications 
b. Large-scale information handling 
(1) air traffic control 
(2) railroad locator 
(3) ship locator 
(4) library material:. 
(5) legal information 
(6) government and business data 
(7) law enforcement data 
(8) health and safety data 
(9) military status information 
c. Electronic mail 
d. World-wide television 
(1) for commercial use 
(2) for entertainment 
(3) for education 
2. Global monitoring, prediction, and control 
a. Weather and climate 
b. Radiation and solar events 
c. Earth phenomena warning 
d. Transportation control 
e. Military deployments 
3. Power production and dissemination 
a. Power for operations of space vehicles and stations 
b. Power for terrestrial utility 
c. Power for space manufacturing 
d. Laser propulsion for aircraft or spacecraft 
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4. Resource exploration and development 
a. Crop production 
b. Metallic deposits 
c. Petroleum resources 
d. Water availability 
e. Ocean resources 
5. Space processing and production 
a. Biologicals 
b. Other materials 
c. Electronic components and devices 
d. New commercial products 
e. Hazardous processes 
f. Space hospitals 
6. Earth and atmosphc-ric science 
a. Earth's magnetic field 
b. Crustal dynamics 
c. Ocean interior and dynamics 
d. Structure, chemistry, and dynamics of the atmosphere 
e. Space medicine 
7. Exploration of the Solar System 
a. Formation and evolution of the Solar System 
b. Atmospheric dynamics 
c. Origin and history of magnetic fields 
d. Nature and cause of solar activity 
8. Exploration of the Universe 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
Search for extraterrestrial intelligent life 
Origin, evolution, and dynamics of the Universe 
Natur~ of quasars, pulsars, and stellar explosions 
Nature of interstellar matter and cosmic rays 
Size of the universe - finite or infinite 
Figure 2 relates these applications to National Needs and NASA Themes. 
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SUPERGOAL 
- ".-
NATIONAL NEEDS 
THEMES 
Global 
Service 
Systems 
Space 
Power 
Platforms 
Industrialiia-
tioTi 
of Space 
I 
Advanced 
Space 
Transport 
Systems 
Exploration 
of the 
Solar 
System 
Search for 
Extl'atel'restria 
Intelligence 
ECONOMY 
l.a.h.c.d. 
2.a.c.d. 
4.a.h.c.d.e. 
3.a.b.c. 
S.a .. b. c.d. 
Supports all 
other themes 
and needs 
7.a.b.c.d. 
B.a.b.c.d.e. 
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IV. MAJOR SYSTEtvl APPLICATIONS 
A. Overview of Benefit Assessments 
This document presents a highly focused analysis of several sociotechnic 
systems built upon space technology and a prediction, perhaps bold, on 
their social and economic effects on American society. 
Our approach was to search for and identify the most compelling ways these 
systems would imvact socially and economically upon our society, and, from 
this effort to present a catalogue of major gains from each system. The 
most substantial benefits provided by each system are discussed. But by 
no means, is every benefit scrutinized for possible indirect or intangible 
ramifications. 
The estimates which are described hOl.'.e aT(~ not precise, partly because of 
-
the time and resources permitted by this study and, more importantly, because 
of the difficulty in quantifying such complex and diffuse consequences 
attributable to advanced technological systems operating in a highly developed 
industrial society. A word of caution is offered concerning the occasionally 
subjective nature of an analysis such as this. These systems offer many 
conveniences to their users. But "convenience" has many different meanings 
to the 'consumer. Yet the expectation of greater convenience is responsible 
for the sale of many hundreds of millions of dollars in goods and services. 
Any attempt to quantify a benefit such as this presents many problems a~ld 
in some cases, only a qualitative description of the benefit is given. 
The systems investigated in this report to a great extent complement and 
augment each other. Weather prediction capability controls the limit of 
improved crop yield forecasting. This new technology will make operational 
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many of the systems not included in this investigatiol1. The overlapping 
of some of these systems makes an exhaustive study of the socioeconomic 
impacts of each separate system redundant. Better understanding is achieved 
through examining ways in which the consumer is most importantly effected. 
Stated another way, each of the systems, described in the material 'which 
fo11m'ls, represents only a fraction of the influence resulting from 
acting together. 
Operating thus as a synergism, the study of only a small part of a much 
larger aggregation of space technology applications undervalues the total 
impact of the whole. Mindful of this limitation, the reader will better 
appreciate the material which follows. 
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Application: Electronic .Mail 
Background: 
The U. S. Postal Service has had problems for many years. Postal rates 
have steadily risen -- from 4¢ per first class letter to the present l3¢ 
during the past twenty years. Second and third class rates have also risen 
dramatically. In spite of this large increase in costs, improvements in 
mail service have not kept pace. The widespread use of zip codes, the 
increase in the use of semi-automated equipnlent j and the addition of 
personnel have not stemmed the tide. Deliveries are still late and misdirected; 
delivery schedules have, in many cases, been curtailed; and the public 
has been withdrawing its business from the mail system and turning to other 
means of communication -- telephone, wire services, messengers, and private 
delivery services. Although overall communications have risen, there has 
been a per capita decrease in pieces of mail handled by the Postal Service 
since 1971. As volume drops, rates are raised to recover the lost revenue. 
The higher rates produce a greater loss of revenue. 
It has been the hope of the American people that the U. S. Postal Service 
could, in time, be self-sustaining. In creating the new U. S. Postal 
Service in 1969, President Nixon said: "The will of the Congress and the 
will of the people is clear. They want fast, dependable and low-cost mail 
service. They want an end to the continuing cycle of higher deficits and 
increasing costs. II In the past seven years, little improvement has been 
evident. 
In the next decade, the U. S. population will grow at a great rate; the 
need for communications will increase. By improvements in management and 
operating procedures, by taking advantage of modern sorting technology, and 
by standardizing envelope size and zip code envelope locations, the present 
U. S. postal system may be able to provide adequate service for many years. 
However, costs and deficits may still rise. There is also t.he possibllity 
that the requirements may grow to such an extent that the system is unable 
to cope with the situation. 
Electronic first class mail is a tool that could alleviate the difficulty. 
It could probably handle any possible increase in first class requirements 
along with providing a non-deficit posture for this part of the problem. 
Objective 
By the year 1990, projected advancements in technology will make it possible 
to transmit all first class mail between post offices in the United States 
via communications satellites. Such a system will provide fast, dependable, 
and low-cost mail service. Provisions will also be made to provide private 
mail delivery, however, at premium rates. 
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Technical Background 
There are five significant advanced technology projections which will make 
this possible (see the Forecast for Space Technology). Looking forward to 
the year 1990: 
• The transfer-rate from a communications satellite in 
geosynchronous orbit to Earth via microwaves will be 
about 1010 bits/second. 
• The transfer-rate from a cOllullunications satellite in 
geosynchTonous oTbit to a small earth terminal with a 
60-centime.ter antenna will be in the ordeT of 108 bits/ 
second. 
• Commercial communications satellite transmission ccsts will 
be dramatically reduced so that the annual cost per voice 
circuit will be in the neighborhood of :il20. 
o The capacity of spaceboTne mass storage systems ,'.'ill be 
about 108 megahits. 
• The transfer-rate of spaceborne mass stoTage systems will 
be about 108 bits/seco~d. 
Preliminary System Description 
1. Space System 
The space system will consist of one or two communications satellites in . 
geos)~chronous orbit 32,5000 kilometers above the equatoT west of Quito, 
'ecuador. Each satellite will have the capability of receiving, s\vitching, 
and Tetransmitting large amounts of data between approximately 25,000 small 
Earth terminals. ~1ass data storage systems will be provided to handle 
peak-load peTiods or other unusual conditions. 
2. Ground System 
There will be approximately 25,000 earth terminals (individual post offices) 
equipped with 60-centimeter antennas and electronic equipment. Each will 
be able to prepare mail for electronic transmission, to transmit the infor-
mation to the satellite, and to receive and process the retransmitted data. 
. 3. System Operation 
There are several options available for moving mail from the Origjnator to 
the Addressee. Some of these are shown in Figure 1. 
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Option I - Private Hail 
~ P.O·'I c,rrier {_~ES_T.) 
transportation -ih ____ ~_ _ . 
or pickup 
P.O. 
mailbox 
or carrier . surface or air 
Option 2 - Normal Electronic Mail 
;i~;~~~;~"')~~_p_·_, 0_· oJ" carrier { DEST. ) 
or pickup 
Option 3 - Mass Mailing 
;i~~~~,~~~"'>1 p;o·lt--ca-r-rIer -{;ST. ') 
or pickup 
~----------.~J~-;l~:--------. ) e1ectronlC~].crO\.,ave 
Option 4 - Mass Reception 
Option 5 - Government Agencies or Military 
(ORIGIN)c----- n - ;,i~~~~~~~---- -=--- ~-
FIGURE 1: ELECTRONIC MAIL - SYSTEM O~TIONS 
ORIGINAU PAGE"IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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Option 1. 
First class mail is sent from the Originator to the Post Office by carrier 
or deposited in a mailbox. It is then sent by sUl.-face or air transportation 
to the receiving Post Office and to the Addressee by carrier or pickup. This 
is essentially the same process as in our present system and, in the Electron
ic 
t.1ail System, would be used for private mail. This would be a premium service
. 
This option would also be used for local mail, that is, within the jurisdiction 
of one post office or city, at no premium. 
Option 2. 
First class mail is moved from the Originator to the Post Office as before. 
The Post Office prepares it for transmission and sends it via microv:ave to th
e 
communications satellite where it is switched, amplified, and retransmitted t
o 
the receiving Post Office. The receiving Post Office then processes the mail
 
for delivery to the Addressee by carrier or pickup. This would constitute th
e 
normal operation for handling first class mail. 
Option 3. t,1ail is transmitted from the Originator to the Post Office electro
ni-
cally. This option would be used lal'gely by government or industry for mass 
mailings on a subscription basis. 
Option 4. Hail is received by the Addressee electronically. Again, used for
 
mass reception, this service would be provided to government or industry on a
 
subscription basis. 
Option S. This option would be used primarily by government agencies or 
military departmellts. Each terminal would be able to communicate with the 
others directly through the communications satellite. Each such user would h
ave 
an antenna and electronic system similar to that of the post offices. 
4. NOl~al Operation 
Since Option 2 is the normal operation, we will discuss it in some detail. 
Preparation by the Originator: 
The Originator, whether an individual or an organization, must prepare mail 
in a standard but flexible format. One possible format is depicted (Figure 2). 
The forms may be purchased from a post office, at a nominal price, or from 
a stationer if a letterhead is desired. The important thing is that everythi
ng 
on the form must be machine readable. 
The Originator, in preparing his mail, has a great deal of flexi1)ility. It 
can be handwritten or typewritten,can include diagrams and figures as well 
as prose, but it must be electronically readable. Marked-sense pencil or 
electronic ink, whether handwritten or typewritten must be used. 
Stamps or registration number could then be affixed. However, there are 
many options available for remuneration to the Postal Service. These 
will be discussed later. 
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STAMP OR 
REGISTRATION 
NillIBER 
SENDER: 
Name 
Address 
City, State ZIP: 
(or letterhead) 
I 
1 
~-." ... ~.~ ., . 
. ' 
TEXT 
Signature 
ADDRESSEE: 
Name 
Address 
City, State ZIP: 
/tEnd of Message 
FIGURE 2: ELECTRONIC ~1AIL FORMAT 
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The material is then put in an envelope or simply folded. The sender can 
put it in a mailbox or hand carry it to the Post Office (any post office 
will suffice). 
Post Office Preparation: 
The sending Post Office prepares the day's mail for transmission to the 
sat:eHi te as follows. 
The piece of mail is removed from its envelope or unfolded and placed 
in a pile. The operator reads the Addresse's zip code and, using a writer 
with electronic ink, puts this number in the Destination Code position. 
This humher lS the first thing the satellite \\Till see and will determine the 
post office to which it \\Till retransmit the'message. 
In this process, the operator will separate local mail for delivery 
in the regular manner. The operator will also set aside those picC'cs 
for which the zip code is missing and will fill them in later. 
At the appropriate time for transmission, the operator places the pile of 
mail in the hopper of its code-send equipment. As each piece is read in, 
it will be coded into television-type format and transmitted to the 
communications satellite. 
The Originator's material is then destroyed. Some verfication feedback could 
be considered. 
Communications Satel1ite Opel~ations: 
The communications satellite will accept each piece of mail, determine the 
outgoing channel by sensiJ',g the Destination Code, and retransmit the message 
to the destination Post Office ~- still in television format. During peak-
load periods, the satellite may l'ead some of the mail into mass storage for 
later retransmission. 
Receiving Post Office: 
As each page is received in the recelvlng Post Office, it is reproduced from 
the television format on a piece of paper. This is placed in an envelope 
and sent to the Addressee via carrier or picked up at the Post Office by 
the Addressee. 
The Addressee will receive a complete facsimile of the Originator's letter 
whether handwritten or typed. 
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S. Outstanding Operational Problems 
There are several technical problems that face the development of an 
electronic mail system. These include: 
o Frequency alIocation 
o Queuing. The proper scheduling between the satellite and the 
post offices. 
, 
o Transmission of photc'graphs, etc. This would p:robably be done by 
premium first class mail (option 1). 
o Check transmission. For the payment of bills, either an Electronic 
Fund Transfer program must be instituted, or our legal system would 
have to recognize a transmitted check as valid. 
o Postal DepaTtment remuneration: stamps, registration numbers, 
subscriptions, or some other means. 
o Disposal of papcL' at post offices. Double the amount of papel.' would 
be generated. Recycling would be possible since large bulks of 
paper would be located at the post offices. 
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Preliminary Systems Analysis 
The following is a gross analysis of the data flow rates and personnel 
requirements for an Electronic Mail System: 
1. Data Flow Rates 
At the present time, there are approximately 25,000 post offices in the 
United States handling approximately 50 billion pieces of first class 
mail per year. Also, in our present television system each picture is 
reproduced by about 240,000 bits (524 x 460). 
Let us assume that, in the year 1990, the number of post offices remains the 
same but the volume of first class mail rises to 75 billion pieces per year. 
Let us also assume that each piece of mail consists of one page (240,000 bits). 
Then our system must be capable of handlinR 1. 8 x 1016 bits/year. Accepting 
the NASA/OAST space technology goal of 1016 bits/year/satellite capability, 
which appears to be obtainable, we could handle the Electronic Mail System 
with two conununications satellites plus one spare. 
Since the tl'ansfer-rate from geosynchronous orbit to a smFlJ I-earth terminal 
is proje('.ted, in U90, to be 3 x 10 15 bits/year, this should not be a problem, 
In the r _ectronic ;:.lail System each post office \\'Ould be required to send and 
recejve about 7.2 x lOll bits/year. 
2. Personnel Requirements 
Each post office, on the average, would send and receive 3 x 106 pieces per 
year or approximately 8,200 pieces per day. On the transmitting end, each 
operator should be able to prepare about 8 pieces/min., or 480 pieces/hr, 
Suppose that 1096 or 35 pieces Tequired special handling of 2 minutes each 
(affixing a zip code for example). Then the opel'ator could handle 550 . 
pieces/hour 01' 4,400 pieces in an eight hour day. 
It is seen that two outgoing operators, two incoming operators, plus one 
spare operator could hEmdle the Electronic Hail in the average post office. 
Adding two maintenance people and one supervisor would require a complement 
of eight personnel at the average post ot-nee, 
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In the foll(IJing, all cost assumptions are deliberately on the high side. 
1. Cost ASi.5Umptions 
o Each satellite will cost about $360M. Three will be provided 
initially (two operational and one space), each with an 
in-orbit lifetime of at least five years. Assume that one will 
be replaced or added to the system every three years. These 
costs include launch and in-orbit maintenance. 
e Each ground system will cost about $200K with 10% replacements 
each year. This includes sp(l.re parts, modifications, etc. 
o Eight personnel would be required at an average post 
office (five operators, two maintenance people~ and one 
supervisor) at an average salary of $20K per year. 
2. Ten-year Costs 
o Initial Costs 
: . Satellites $ l,080M 
I' I I 
, . 
I 
I 
I 
Ground Stations 
Total 
• Average Yearly Costs 
Satellite Replacements 
Ground Station Replacements 
Personnel 
Total 
• Ten-year Costs 
Initial Satellites 
Satellite Replacements 
Initial Ground Stations 
Ground Station Replacements 
Personnel 
3. Cost per Page 
S,OOOM 
$ 6,080M 
$ 120M 
SOOM 
4,OOOM 
$ 4,620M 
$ 1,080M 
I,080M 
S,OOOM 
S,OOOM 
40,OOOM 
$S2,160M 
In ten years, the Electronic Mail System will handle 7Sxl0 10 
at a cost of $S2.16xl010 • Therefore, the cost of each page 
mail will be approximately 7.0¢. 
9 
pages of mail 
of first class 
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Socio-Economic Benefits 
Substantial benefits are expected from the development and implementation 
of an electronic mail system. The economy will be boosted through jobs and 
payrolls, domestic and export sales, consumer postal savings, and enhanced 
revenues and savings of the Postal Service. The system will conserve energy 
and encourage environmental improvement. Protection of property -- the mail 
will be increased. It will consume little of natural resources and will ex-
pand knowledge in some industrial processes. These benefits are described 
more fully in the following paragraphs. 
1. Economy 
Obviously, the electronic mail system will have direct effects on the 
electronics industry. It will be called upon to undertake the necessary 
research and development of the systems, then to produce the hardware 
components for 25,000 post office. Our preliminary ten-year estimate of 
$12.2 billions for initial and replacement systems is a conservative estimate 
of the impact of the electronic mail system on the communications industry. 
This approximates 6 years of. sales for the communications industry group 
most likely to bt:l affected.Y This industry employed almost 66,000 people 
in 1972 with an annual payroll approximating $647 millions. Engineering and 
construction firms will be involved in installation of transmittex-receiver 
systems at 25,000 post offices. These firms range widely in size and 
geographic location. They \vill benefit from about $250 millions of the 
initial and replacement expenditures mentioned above. 
The paper industry will experience substantial effects. The electronic 
mail system will generate new demand for 300,000 to 500,000 tons of paper 
per year. This paper will be used in translating the electronic signal 
into hard copy for local delivery to addressees. Such quantities of 
additional paper usage will generate between 1750 and 2750 new production 
jobs in the paper manufacturing industry. Estimated annual payrolls for 
these jobs will range from $28 to $43 millions.'!:l 
These volumes of new paper demand \vill approximate 120 to 200 millions of 
reams annually. At current prices for large purchases, this will approximate 
$150 to $225 millions of annual sales for wholesale paper distributors. 
This is 3 to 4 percent of the $5.2 billions of sales for 1972 and implies 
a comparable increase of 850 to 1150 additional jobs and $9 to $13 millions 
of annual payroll. 
The scrap paper industry is expected to respond with enthusiasm to the prospect 
of 300 to 500 thousands of tons of high-quality paper scrap to be available 
in predictable quantities from a relatively limited number of locations.~ 
While these quantities represent only 2 to 4% of the waste "paper recycled 
in 1972, this paper will be regarded a's a prime resource by recyclers. It 
1/ Conunercial, Industrial and Military Communications Equipment, SIC 3662-1, 
1974 value of shipments were $1,957,800,000. 
2/ Estimated from data reported in Labor and Operating Statistics, 1972, 
American Paper Institute, April 1973. 
3/ Ba·s-ed on phone c0nversations with representatives of the General Services 
Administration, scrap processors, and trade associations. 
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will be clean, of uniform content, accessible at known locations in predictable 
quantities, and prepared for shipping. In the current market, companies 
pay $26 to $28 per baled ton. Recorded sales and quantity data for the 
industry indicate a selling price of about $40 per ton. These quantities 
of postal scrap will generate industJ.'Y sales of $12 to $20 millions per year. 
S~ch quantities and sale will support from 275.to.465 {7bs in the industry 
\Hth related annual payrolls of $1.9 to $3.2 m1l11ons.-
,; The Postal Service will be able to increase its revenues by selling this 
desirable scrap paper. At current prices, these quantities of scrap paper 
would yield between $7 and $13 millions per year. 
I ~ 
The electronic mail system will help the U.S. Postal Service to control 
future increases of costs and postal rates. This potential benefit is 
particularly difficult to quantify since this study cannot simulate the 
postal rate-making process and it is recognized that first-class postal 
rates are not based only on the costs of first-class mail service. Never-
theless~ a rough approximation can be offered. This study reports an estimate 
of 7.0 cents per page for electronic transmission of mail. This approximates 
the current postal charge for a letter, at 14.0 cents for t\\'o pages. Recently, 
it was reported that first class postage may have to be raised to 34 cents by 
1984.Y If electronic mail could save only half of the difference (34:"14 
cents), the gross savings of postage to the senders of 50 to 75 billions 
of letters per year would approximate $5.0 to $7.5 billions per year. 
There will be balancing impacts on employment in the Postal Service. The 
USPS will require additional engineers and technicians. A r ..lgh estimate 
of 10,000 engineers and 50,000 maintenance technicians would add a little 
more than $1 billion to the USPS annual wage and salary budget. This need 
not be a net addition to the wage and salary cost. The electronic mail system 
will displace some employees now engaged in handling and transporting long 
distance mail. The need for operators and technicians plus the expected 
grm'lth of total mail usage will offset much or all of this displacement. 
At the same time, it will create new career opportUllities in the Postal 
Service. Operating personnel required for this system most probably can 
be obtain~d by retraining USPS employees. Finally, the adjustment will 
not be instantaneous. There will be a period of about 5 years during i'lhich 
the USPS will be able to accomplish the necessary training and 8mployment 
changes. 
It is most probable that the demonstrated success of an electronic mail 
system will generate interest in other countries of the world, thus creating 
1/ From sales and quantity data for 1972, adjusted to approximate 1975 dollars. 
2/ As reported by national newspapers on April 1, 1976 and attributed to 
the U.S. General Accounting Office. 
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opportunities for export sales. Possible magnitudes of such sales may be 
estimated from comparison of postal volumes. Recent volumes of total mail 
for industrialized countries of the world are summarized as follows: 
Volumes of Total Mail - Industrialized Countries 
Country Period Billions of Pieces 
U.S.A. 1974-75 89.2 
Australia 1974-75 2.5 
Canada 1975 5.4 
France 1973-74 10.5 
Germany 1974 12.1 
Great Britain 1973-74 11.1 
Italy 1970 6.4 
Japan 1973 14.1 
Netherlands 1972 3.3 
Switzerland 1973-74 3.6 
Source: International Postal Service, U.S. Postal Service 
Estimated proportions of first-class mail among these totals indicate a 
potential export market of fTom 1 to 2 of the U.S. systems descTibed above. 
This indicates potential sales of $12 to $24 billions. Since these sales 
will occur only after the U. S. system has been demonstrated successfully 
and will not occur simultaneously, they are not expected to increase indust~ial 
employment, but rather to sustain increments generated earlier by the U.S. 
electronic mail system. These sales are likely to occur during a period of 
ten years. 
Annual economic benefits of the electronic mail system are summaTized in Table 1. 
Demand fOT additional quantities of paper, plus recycling, will generate 
nearly half a billion dollars of sales and support up to 4365 jobs with 
related payrolls approaching $60 millions. Development and implementation 
of the sy.stem will support continued sales, jobs, and payrolls in the 
communications-electronics industry for several years. Similarly, the USPS 
will experience employment changes and new opportunities. These are not 
proj ected as ne\<[ employment. Also, the USPS will gain a modest increase 
of revenues from sales of additional waste paper. Potential export sales 
to other industrialized countries could be substantial. Clearly, the 
dominant economic benefit will accrue to users of this mail system through 
avoidance of expected future rate increases. 
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Table 1: Summary of Annual Economic. Benefits of the E-Mail System. 
Sources of Economic Benefits Jobs Payrolls Sales 
($ millions) ($ millions) 
New Paper Production 1750-2750 28-43 150-250 
Wholesale Distribution of 850-1150 9-13 150-225 Paper 
Recycling of Scrap Paper 275-465 2-3 12-·20 
2780-4365 39-59 312-495 
Continuation of Employment 
Communication-Electronics 66,000 660 1,216 2/ Industry 
USPS E-Mail Operations 60,000 1200 
USPS Sales of Scrap Paper 1/ 1/ 7-13 
- -
Potential ExpoTt Sales 1/ 1/ 1200-2400 
User Savings-
Postal Rate Increases 1/ 1/ 5,000-7,500 Avoided -
1/ l.ncludeg elsewhere 
2/ fTom the E-Mail system cost analysis 
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2. Energy 
It is most probable that transmitting 50 to 75 billions of pieces of mail 
per year via satellite will consume considerably less energy than would be 
used by the present combination of trucks, trains, and aircraft. To date, 
efforts to quantify these savings have demonstrated that this is an extremely 
complex problem and have not yet been successful. 
3. Environment 
At first glance, the increased demand for paper would seem to imply increased 
cutting of timber. If this occurs, it can only be a nominal increase since 
the anticipated increase of paper sold by wholesale dealers has been estimated 
above as only 3 to 4 percent of sales for 1972. 
The 300 to 500 tons per year of additional paper used \'1i11 not contribute 
to environmental pollution or waste management problems. Waste paper dealers 
will be anxious to return this paper to the production process through 
recycling. These quanti ties l."i11 contribute to incl'easing the total amount 
and proportion of paper reclaimed even though the increases will not be large 
relative to current data. 
4. Protection of Life and Property 
The electronic mail system will provide rapid and reliable delivery of mail. 
It will enable the Postal Service to reduce the volume of misdirected mail 
and the consequent duplication of handling. Perhaps it is more important 
that the property interests of private citizens and businesses l\Till be 
enhanced by more rapid delivery of the conmlUnications content of their letters 
and wi 11 be more fully protected from misdir~ction or loss. It would be 
extremely difficult to quantify the property value of more rapid delivery 
or of reduced losses from misdirection and loss. No such estima.te has been 
undertaken here. 
5. Food and Natural Resources 
The additional demand for paper has been estimated to have only a nominal 
impact on the use of timber resources. 
6. New Knowledge 
This system is not expected to produce new knowledge in basic science or 
engineering. On the other hand, new sub-systems applications and production 
techniques can be expected in the communications industry from the production 
and implementation of the system. 
7. Summary 
The expected socio-economic benefits of the elect.ronic mail system are 
summarized in Table 2 which follows. 
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Table 2: Potential Benefits of an Electronic Mail System 
--
National Need Potential Benefits 
. 
Economy 6) new jobs, payrolls and sales in paper 
production, wholesale distribution, 
and recycling 
G support for continued employment, 
payrolls, and sales in co~nunications-
electronics and the USPS 
0 USPS cost savings and increased 
revenues 
" 
potential export sales 
Energy e potential savings 
f---
Envil'onmen t 6 nominal increase of timber cutting 
e expansion of paper recycling 
Protection of Life and G reduction of lost or misdirected mail 
Property 
Food and Natural Resources I!I nominal increase of timber cutting 
New Knowledge 0 sub-systems applications and production 
techniques in communications-electronics 
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Relationship to National Needs 
The electronic mail system would support each of the National Needs of this 
study. 
Benefits to the Economy would include: 
Cl Additional jobs, payrolls, and sales in the production, 
distribution and recycling of paper. 
• Continuation of jobs, payrolls, and sales in the domestic 
comnlunications-electronics industry, plus potential export 
sales. 
o Potentially great postal rate savings for mail users with 
increased revenues and cost savings for the USPS. 
Substantial savings of Energy are probable. 
The Environment \vould be enhanced through a stimulus to recycling of paper. 
A contribution to the Protection of Life and PropeTty would be achieved 
by reduction of lost or misdiTectcd mail. 
The impact on Food and Natural Reso'Urces would involve only a nominal 
incTease of timber usage. 
New Knowledge of sub-systems applications and production techniques would 
be gained. 
Relationship to NASA/OAST Space Technology Goals: 
The Electronic Mail application will lean heavily on advanced technology 
projections largely in the information acquisition and management areas. 
As stated on page 2, these projections will meet the requiTements of the 
system. 
Sununary and Conclusions 
c The technology required for the electronic lnail system will be 
availab7.e within a decade. The system could be tested within 5 or 6 
years Rnd fully implemented by 1990. 
• The need for faster, more reliable, and less costly mail service 
is pressing. 
• For nationwide service, the system will require three geosynchronous 
satellites, with periodic replacements, and about 25,000 transmitter-
receiver stations in Post Offices. 
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o Development costs will approximate $12 billion during the initial 
six years. Annual operating costs of $4.62 billions are dominated 
by personnel costs, most of which \'lill be spent for mail service 
whether or no't this system is developed. 
• Substantial socio-economic benefits will accrue to the nation, its 
industry, and its people. 
• The system reconunends itself for near-future development and 
implementation. 
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Summary and Conclusions 
• 
The technology required for 
available \'I'ithin a decade. 
years and fully implementec 
the electronic mail system will be 
The system could be tested within S or 6 
by 1990. 
• The need for faster, more reliable, and less costly mail service 
is pressing. 
• For nationwide service, the system will require three geosynchronous 
satellites, with periodic replacements, and about 2S, 000 transmi tter-
receiver stations in Post Offices. 
e Development costs will approximate $12 billion during the initial 
six years. Annual operating costs of $4.62 billions are dominated 
by personnel costs, most of .",hich will be spent for mail service 
\ ... hether or not this system is developed. 
• Substantial socio-economic benefits l"i11 accrue to the nation, its 
industry, and its people. 
o The system recommends itself for near-future development and 
implementation. 
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~lication: Personal Co~nunications 
Background: 
One of the major objectives of the U.S. space program is to provide space 
systems which are of direct beneH t to the average citizen. Many people are 
now benefitting from communications satellites: telephone conversations \.,ith 
other continents; live television from Hawaii, Europe, and Asia; and expanded 
and improved educati onal T. V. Better weather prediction is nO\., possible. How-
ever, the average person is probably unaware of the contribution of space 
systems to his well-being or enjoyment. 
Personal communications is a proj ect that will enable each man to utilize 
space for his O\,ffi benefit. With a small transmitter-receiver, about the size 
of a wristwatch, he will be able to talk, via conununications satellite, with 
any person similarly equipped. Since normal telephone communications systems 
will interface, he will be able to talk to prac.tically everyone -- whether at 
home, in the office J in an automobile or ship, or on the street. 
Improved space technology will make this possibl e. We will be able to make 
satellites large and highly capable. The expense of deploying such a satellite, 
with an antenna about the size of a football field, in geosynchronous orbit 
will be large -- but will be recovered by the ability to make use of small, 
pOTtable, and inexpensive mass-produced instruments on Earth. 
Communications between individuals is only a small part of the benefits to be 
deri ved from such a program. It would benefit mankind in many areas: sem.'ch 
and rescue, law enforcement, locating of surface transportation and ocean 
vessels, and collision warning to name but a few. It could, with proper 
safeguards, replace or augment our pTesent polling procedures. 
The growth of telephone requiJ.'ements during the next two decades may render 
such a system a ) ,ecessj ty. Even if this is not the case, personal communica-
tions; combu1ed with electronic mail, improve~ weather prediction and crop 
forecasting, and other benefits to be derived from space activities; would 
provide the faTme:c, businessman, legislator, pilot, seaman, and the military, 
the ability to make instantaneous decisions. All of our lives would be 
affected for the better. 
Objective 
A communications satellite, consisting of electronic transmitting-receiving 
equipment and a large space lens antenna system, will be placed in geosynchronous 
,orbit above the equator west of Quito, Ecuador. Power of about 20 :_llO\>fatts 
will be provided to the system by a large solar panel aTray. 
This will enable two-way voice communication between ground radio sets the 
size of a wristwatch which would sell for about $10.00 in mass production. 
The entire system would, through receiving centTals, be tied-in to the normal 
telephone system. This would yield almost complete voice communications flexibility. 
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};1illions Df people would be serviced by such a system. By 1990 J twenty-five 
city areas of about 120 kilometers in diameter will be covered initially J 
each providing service to a million subscribers. There will also be the 
facility to reach remote areas not coverf.':d by the system. The system would 
then be enlarged so that the entire U.S. and, irldeed, the whole Earth could 
be covered. 
System Description: 
1. The Grotmd System 
The ground system will consist of personal transmitter -receivers as well 
as telephone centrals located in ea~h city area .. The personal wristwatch 
devices are pictured in actual size in Figure 1. 
... 
Push-button _ 
Dialer 
/Antenna 
button 
o 0 0 \ Voj\,c-recognition 
WJTIJ I IJ] P a'utoJaatic dialer 
. TIT t! r::n. Ul:J-TUrr.m1l17 / 
1~-"4." ... -t __ +'t4_._ ..... ~, ;"-jI ·;i:tH~:;;~::l:.:~:7 . tierophonc/ loudspeaker -~~;r. 
FIGURE 1: PERSONAL COMMUNICATION SYSTE~l 
A call can be placed either by push-button dialing or a voice recognition 
automatic dialer. The buzzer will signal an incoming call. The antenna 
system may be isotropic (onIDi-directional) or, as seen in the Technical 
Discussion; upper-hemisphere propagation may be required. 
The charact.eristics are as follows: 
• 
0 
• 
0 
'; 
". 
· 
i weight: about one ounce 
power: 0.025 - .5 watts 
battery life: 20 hours 
cost: about $10.00 
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The cost of app-r-oximately $10.00 is quite realistic. The electronics in the 
radio are practically present state-of-the-art. The system will be no more 
comp1icated than present-day portable calculators, battery-operated radios, 
or walkie-talkie devices. It would not have to accommodate a wide range of 
frequencies. 
The cost of the telephone central systems would be minimal. Sixty-centimeter 
antennas, \dth standal'd switching equipment are needed, 
2. The Space System 
A large communications satel1ite will be deployed in synchronous equatorial 
orbit; at an altitude of 35,200 kilometers west of Quito, Ecuador. From this 
location the entire continental U.S. is visible to the satellite. 
The satellite system is depicted in Figure 2. 
-------Solar panels 
r·bl tibeam lens antenna system 
FIGURE 2: COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEM 
This satellite \vill consist of: (1) the electronics subsystem for Teceiving, 
transmitting, amplification, and switching; (2) solaT cell arTays fOT power 
geneTation; and (3) an arTay of thiTty multi beam antennas. The satellite will 
relay signals between any two wrist radios OT between WTist Tadios and the 
telephone networks. 
The tTansmitter-receiveT assembly will accept signals from any of the thirty 
parabolic lens antennas. It will select the proper channel for retransmission, 
amplify the signal and retransmit. 
The solar panels will generate the power required to operate the total system. 
It will require about 21 kilowatts of pUTe power with 7 kilowatts for trans-
mitting. 
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The antenna subsystem will be about 300 feet in diameter. It will consist of 
thirty lens antennas, t,\'enty-five aimed at the centers of 120 kilometer diameter 
zones. The other five antennas will be steerable. In this way they can be 
focused on any location in the continental U. S. or nea1:by water as commanded 
from the gl'ound. These would be used for search and rescue} law enforcement, 
and location of surface and ship transportation. 
A summary of the space system follows: 
., weight: 9000-12,000 pounds 
0 size: 150-300 feet in diameter (antenna) 
" 
rmv power: 21 kilowatts 
• lifetime: 10 years with yearly servicing 
c cost: $400 - 600 M. 
(I availability: 1990. 
The system would provide the follOldng capability: 
e 25 fixed beams 
~ 5 steerable beams 
(I 7 kilowatts power, S-band 
o 1,000 channels/beam 
fI 1,000 users/channel 
Therefore, one million people in each of tl',renty-five cities and environs 
can communicate, 25,000 simultaneollsly, using oTdinaTY voice. The capability 
is also provided to communicate with any location in the continental U.S. 
or nearby ocean aTeas as TequiTed. 
3. Deployment 
The 1a1:ge antenna array will be assembled in 10lv earth orbit. This will 
probably require about six shl1'!:.tle flights over a six-month period. The 
antenna system will then be mated to the electronics subsystem and the solar 
array. The space tug will then carry the entire system to geosynchoronous 
orbit, where it will be checked out, repaired if necessary, and placed in 
operation. The total acti vi ty would take about one year and Tequire about eight 
shuttle flights and one space tug mission. 
A maximum of one shuttle flight per year will be reql~ired for seTvicing and 
possible modifications. 
Technical Assessment: 
1. Range Equations 
1/ For purposes of this discussion we shall use the following range equation: 
1/ Jaffe, Leonard, Communications in Space ; Holt , Rinehart, and 
Winston, 1966 - pp. 27-32 
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PTGTGR 1.
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R 16 i D2 L 
where PR and PT are the received and transmitted power, respectively; 
GR and GT are the receiving and tl'ansmi tting antenna gains; A is the 
wavelength; D the maximum distance; and L is the system losses. 
Pw the self-produced noise pO\'lCr of the receiving station is 
(2) P = KTB N 
-23 
,",'here K is Boltzmann's constant (K = 1.38 x 10 watts/degree K/sec.), T 
is the system noise temperature; and B is the RF bandwidth given by 
(3) B = 2 F (~>I + 1). 
P 
F j s the peak frequency (4kH for voice) and ~1 is the modulation index. p z 
The signal-to-noise ratio is then given by 
P 
(4) ~ _ pR 3M2 
N 
31'12 is the FM improvement factor. 
2. Range Calculations 
In most communications satellite system, the dm\TIUnk is the limiting 
case, since we can essentially put as large an antenna as we require on 
the ground. However, in the personal cOlrununication system, the uplink 
will be most critical. 
Discussions of the personal communications systems have assumed the 
following characteristics: 
., The wristwatch radio will have 0.025 watts of power 
and its antenna is isotropic (omni-dimensional). 
• The satellite system has 7 kilm'latts of transmitting 
pm'ler and its antenna system consists of twenty-five 
30 ft. diameter parabolic lenses. 
Our calculations show that this may not be enough. 
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In logarithmic form, the above equations become: 
(5) 222 ::: PT(dbW) + GT(db) + :\ (db) - 16 1T (db) - D (db) - L(c1b). 
(6) PN(dbW) = K(dbW) + T(db) + B(db) 
(7) ~ (db) ::: PR(dbW) - PN(dbW) + SM2(db) 
Using the a1"j\T,e \~haracteristics we have, for the uplink, PT = 0.025 watts 
and GT ::: Odb. For one 30 ft. parabolic lens, the gain is GT = 55db, 
i.e. 6.2A/:\2. We shall select a maximum distance of 40,000 kilometers 
and a wavelength of 0.123 ft. corresvondillg to 8GHz. Then 
PT 
::: 0.025 watts PT ::: -16dbW 
GT = 1 GT ::: Odb 
GR = 55db GR ::: 55db 
). = 0.123 ft. ).2 
-18db ::: 
D ::: 13. 123xl07ft. D2 162db ::: 
L = 5 db 5db L = 
2 22db 16TI = 
and, from (1) we have 
p = R -168dbW = 5X10-
17 
watts. 
With a peak frequency of 4kHz and a modulation index of 3, we have an 
RF bandwidth of 32kHz. Assuming a system noise temperature of 200~K at 
the receiver, we have 
K = 1. 38xl023 
T = 200%K 
B = 32kHz 
K = -229db 
T = 23db 
B = 45db 
This yields PN = -161dbW and our signal-to-noise ratio is 
S 
N = 7db 
Ordinarily, an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio should be about 30db for 
useful audio. We see that 7 db is not acceptable. 
For the downlink; using P = 230 watts, GT ::: Odb, and T = 1000oK, we have 
a signa1-to-noise ratio of 41db which is in the acceptable range. 
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3. Systems Modifications 
A variety of modifications could be used to improve the performance. 
G Increasing the power of the wrist trruismi tter from 
0.025 watts to 0.5 watts would give an improvement of 13db. 
I) Modifying the omni-directional characteristics of the wrist 
antenna to propagate in the upper hemisphere would give an 
improvement of 3db. 
• Doubling the diameter of the satellite antenna to 60 ft., 
inCl.'easing the gain to 6ldb, would give an improvement of 
6db. 
These three modifications would then yield a signal-to-noise ratio of 29db 
which would be satisfactory. 
There aTe probably other modifications such as an improvement in the 
modulation index that would help. If the size of each antenna can be 
held down, the cost of the system, deployed in geosynchronous orbit, would 
be much less. In any event, the originally described system would pl'obably 
not be adequate. 
Operational Use of the System: 
A schematic of the personal telephone system is included as Figure 3. 
1. Normal Operational Hodes 
There would be four normal operational modes of communication between 
the personal telephone (PT) and the telephone ce11trals (TC). 
Node A: PT to PT 
Both paTties are subscribers to the personal telephone system, are located 
in a serviced area, and are accessible to the system at the time of the 
call. This would be the usual mode and the least costly. Also J the costs 
would be the same irrespective of the locations of the t\VO parties. 
~ode B: PT to TC 
The person at the recel vlng end is: (1) not a subscTiber but is in a 
serviced area, (2) is a subscriber in a serviced area but: not available 
by PT at the time of the call, or (3) is not located in a serviced area. 
The cost to the sender would be the same a.s ?>:loc1e A, but the costs of the 
telephone service would be added to in the costs of the receiving pa.rty. 
Mode C: TC to PT 
The reverse of Mode B. In this case, the costs to the originator would be 
at a premium. 
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Mode D: TC to TC 
Neither party is available by personal telephone. This would result 
in a premium at both ends. However, in this mode the communications 
satellite need not be used. 
2. Possible Billing Systems 
1 
These modes mayor may not require a billing system. There are a variety 
of options. Three of these are: 
Option A: Subscription 
The user subscribes to the system by deposit and pays a flat monthly 
•• 
rate to the provider of the service. He can rent or purchase the wristwatch 
device from the provider or retail outlets. 
Option B: Subscription plus Billing 
The user pays a flat monthly rate but is also billed at a premium 
whenever his call is anything but normal. 
Option C: Billing 
The: user is billed only when he uses the system. However, he must still 
subscribe and purchase the wTistwatch Tadio. 
The billing under the latter t'vJO options can be done by information sent 
via satellite to a computer system at each involved telephone terminal. 
HmveveT, requiring the satellite itself to time calls or pTovide any 
accounting functions "lOuld probably not be feasible. 
3. Operational Modes Using Remote Personal Telephones (RPT) 
There are a number of such operational modes: PT to RPT, TC to RPT, 
RPT to PT, RPT to Te, and RPT to,RPT. Each of these modes would involve 
steering one or more antennas to propagate into remote areas (those not 
covered in the regulal' system). The costs ..... ould be prohibitive for 
personal use. These modes would be used in 
I 
G search and rescue 
• law enforcement 
o ship and surface locators 
• defense activities 
The agencies would be provided codes to be used in activating tho system. 
Methods of payment would be worked out between the providel' of the: 
service and the agencies. 
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!rogram Description and Costs 
It appears that a program to provide a personal telephone communications 
hy 1990 for the use of private citizens that can also be used for 
various governmental needs would be feasible. A socio-economic study 
shows it to be of sufficient benefit to initiate the first phase of the 
program. 
The program would probably take place as follows: 
o program definition and study phase 
Ii hardware implementation of the experimental system 
o conduct of the experimental system 
o hardware implementation of the operational system 
o launch, assembly, and deployment of the operational system 
f) system operations 
1. Pl'ogram Definition and Study and Experimental Phase 
This phase would consist of studies and experiments related to: 
(1) the characteristics and availablil ty of required large-scale antenna 
arrays, (2) the assembly of large structures in low-earth orbit with 
subsequent transfer to geosynchronous orbit, includinr the number 
and frequency of launches required to achieve the objective, (3) the 
characteristics and availability of small-scale wristwatch devices, and 
(4). fUTtheT study of the economic aspects of the system. It would also 
include the development of hardlvare fOT the experimental system. The 
program definition phase should start within six months. The study 
phase could start in about one year. The approximate costs would be 
as follows: 
c $lH for program definition (approximately six months) 
(j! SSM per year fOT two years for technical and operational 
studies 
o $lM per year for two years for economic stud.ies 
o $20M per year for four years for definition and production 
of hardware for the experimental system 
This would lead to a launch of the experimental system in six years. 
This phase would. cost less than $lOOM. 
7.. Experimental System Phase 
This includes launching of the experimental system, probably connecting 
two or three cities. Hopefully, it could be included as part of an 
otherwise-planned geosynchronous satellite. The expeTimental phase would 
last for about two years, gatheTing data and assessing results. 
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Enough data should be established through the first year to enable 
proceeding with operational system hardware. 
The costs associated with this phase are: 
ClI $40M for launch and deployment 
o $10M for 2 year technical studies. 
3. Operational System Phase 
This includes implementation of the operational system hardware, launch 
and assembly in LEO by the space shuttle, and lifting to synchronous 
orbit by the space tug. It consists of one satellite with a ten year 
lifetime and visits every two years. 
Very gross estimates for this phase fo 11 0\'0' : 
o $150H: satellite hard\\'are 
€I $lS0~1: launch and assembly operations 
(;I $10f.-1 ver year fOT ten years faT operations 
4. Total Costs 
The total costs from 1977 -2000 arc as follows: 
Phase 1: $100~1 
Phase 2 : $ 6 or,,! 
Phase 3: $40m! 
Costs: $56m·1 
These costs do not inlcude those associated with the ground operating 
systems. 
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Socio-Economic Benefits 
Tmpres si ve social benefits may be expected in tirr.e saving) consumer 
convenience and safety, improved police work and higher employment levels 
in an expanding communications industry. A reduction in telephone and 
telegraph plant detracting from the environment and cost savings to the 
national defense effort are also foreseen. 
1. Economy 
The wrist radio system's potentially greatest henefits are immense 
@, , 
consumer savings, personal safety and convenience. The economic saving 
results from lower rates. Based on a conservative estimate, a 10 cent 
reduction from the average toll call will realize an annual saving to consumers 
of about a quarter of a million dollars. 
the 
The savings depend upon both technical and economic considerations. 
The cost of transmitting 1011g distance telephone calls depends upon 
length of the call and the geographic distance between callers. As 
the distance between the callers incJ~eases, so does the amount of 
transmission equipment required. Wrist radio calls always require 
same amount of equipment.; the satellite and the two wd st radios. 
transmission cost will depend only on the duration of the call. 
the 
Its 
The wrist radio would render person-to-person telephone calls and their 
premiulll toll charges unnecessary. Unless the user dials a wrong numher 
or the recipj ent is not wearing his wrist radio, a completed call wi 11 
be answered by the party sought. 111e user \vi 11 have no incentive to 
pay a highcn- toll for the guarantee of reachi ng his party. In 1975, 
1.28 billion operator-assisted calls were made, of \\'hieh a large prc1Jcr-
tion are understood to be person-to-person calls. The surcharge for a 
three lllinute person-to-person call is at least 2739" of the toll charge for 
a direct dialed call and the potential user savings should be considerable. 
Tn 1975 the telephone industry owned 84.6 billion dollars worth of 
"Plant".}} The wTist radio calls would require only 30 to 80 percent 
of this equipment. 
From 1971 to 1975 the indust-ry expended an average of 1.9 billion dollars 
on telephone plant linking telephones and telephone exchanges. The wrist 
radio would require none of this plant within the 25 metropolitan service 
areas. The satellite,whieh costs about half a billion dollars and lasts 
an estimated ten years, depreciates about 50 mill ion dollars a year. 
The savings suggested here could possibly be accompanied by a loss of 
revenues to the telephone industry from long distance telephone calls. 
It is likely, however, that the telephone industry would supply service 
to a portion of the wrist radio system which might well compensate the 
telephone industry for any losses from reduced toll call usage. 
Y The figures reported in this secticwt refer to the operating companies 
controlled by the American Telephone and Telegraph Company which account 
for almost 90% of the domestic telephone business, 1975 Statistical Report, 
AT&T, New Brunswick, New Jersey. 
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The wrist radio will not provide all long distance telephone service. As 
proposed, the system will serve twenty-five metropoli tall areas. Calls 
to other areas will require a link with the telephone system of a nearby 
metropolitan area that has wrist radio service. 118 million telephones 
were in service in 1975, almost five times the number of wrist radios 
expected to enter service. The wrist radio's role would be an alternative 
service to a limited number of useTS, not as a replacement for the telephone. 
The assumed savings would only r~duce toll call revenues to the telephone 
industry by a maximum of two percent. Since the telephone industry is 
regulated as a natural monopoly, a "fair" return on their investment is 
assured. 
The predicted demand for this product according to the subject literature 
would be satisfied in five years. However, enthusiastic consumer response 
would encourage expansion of the system \'1i th accompanying maintenance of 
sales revenue and employment. Also, replacements and repair of wrist radios 
should reach significant proportions for those \vrist radios which were 
manufactured during the initial period of the systems commercial availability. 
The wrist radio system may have effects on employment in the telephone 
industry. Its independence from much of the hardlvare of the conventional 
telephone system may render unnecessary some portion of future expansion or 
replacement of equipment in the 25 service areas. This may have marginal 
effects on industry manufacturing, servicing, and employment. If such 
a reduction of employment is observable, it prohably will approximate 
the small (2 96) decline in industry operating revenues. 
New employment will be generated in other sectors of the economy. The two 
most likely industry groups to benefit are those that will manufacture 
the wrist radios and those who will produce, launch, and asseml.lle the satellite 
hal'd\·:are. 
The wrist radio will generate employment and sales revenue for those firms 
that become engaged in it.s manufacture. For this analysis, it is assumed 
that the industry group which is primarily engaged in the manufacture 
of "Microwave and f.lobile TE'7lel'hone Communications Equipment" would manu-
facture tIle wrist radios .-~ Twenty-five million wrist radios might he sold 
by the manufactu:rers faT $10.00 each during a five year span. This suggests 
approximate sales of 50 million dollars per year. Analysis of Census data 
shows that 50 million dollars a year of manufacturers sales implies an 
increase of approximately 1,120 employees, with average earnings of 
$13,000 per year. 
A similar analysis indicates an estimated 150 million dollars in sales to 
be generated in the aerospace industry by the develo1Jment, manufacture, and 
deployment of the satellite. This expenditUl'e is expected to add approxi-
mately $62 million to the payrolls in these firms. This represents approxi-
mately 3,300 jobs at $17,000 per year. 
1/ Census of Hanufacturers, U. S. Bureau of the Census, ~1C 72 (2) -3600. 
1972, p. 360-26. 
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Specialized groups often have unique communications needs. Such groups 
will obtain greater efficiency and lower costs by using the wrist radio 
in a standard or custom model. For example, well-equipped police depan:-
ments supply each patrol officer or group with a communications unit. 
These may be mobile radios in patrol cars and cycles or the Ilhandy-talky" 
for foot patrolmen. These radios range in price from $500 to $1500 each. 
A conservative estimate for 1974 indicated 'that there were almost 125.000 
communications units in use by state and local policemen .1/ IIle estimate that fire 
departments would use about half that number. A custom model of the wrist 
Tadio, \\}'ith special capabilities for police and fire department needs, 
could be produced for SlOO, only 10 times the expected price of the consumer 
model. This implies an average savings of S700 for each of about 185, 000 
units, or public service savings of approximately 5130 million. These 
savings would be realized gradually as police and fire departments replace 
obsolete equipment. 
Another law enforcement benefit will become available to wrist radio users. 
This user, either as victim or observer of a crime, will be able to report 
it much sooner than if -Forced to find and use a telephone. This benefit is 
illustrated by a study of travel times in an urban area to predict the 
probability of detecting a criminal as a function of "time late".;} If time 
late can be reduced from 6 to 4 minutes (the Washington, D.C. Police Depart 
ment claims an average response time of 3 minutes) with the wrist radio's 
immediate J.'eporting capability, the probability of detecting a fleeing 
suspect wou] d inCTease from 36% to 50~6. Based on a national estimate of 
total unrecovered property stolen by burglars, the increased effectiveness 
(from reduced time late) 1V0uld result in mOTe than $86 million of this 
property being recovere~. Without doubt, decreases of time late will aid 
in contTolling other types of c.rime. 
SimilaT benefits will arise fTom greater speed in reporting fires. For 
example, the least severe type of major fire will reach a temperature of 
500° to 700°F in 10 minutes. 3/ But, after only 5 minutes, the temperature 
will be in the range of 300° tc 500°F. This illustrates the dramatic impact 
of timely reporting on the effe<.:tiveness of efforts to contTol and Teduce 
damages. 
Search and rescue opeTations will be enhanced by availability of the \I}'J.'ist 
radio. Rapid and totally portable communications capability will facilitate 
coordination among searchers. When the subject of the activity has a WTist 
radio, prompt recovery will become a routine result. Search and rescue 
expeditions usually require two days of effort for many people and often 
involve helicopteTs and other expensive equipment. The wrist radio offers 
the potential for substantial reductions of effoTt, costs, time and suffering. 
y Statistical AbstTC'.ct of the United States, 1975, U.S . Department of 
Commerce, Bureau of the Census, July 1975. 
"Time late" is the interval between the occurrence of a crime and the 
arrival of the police on the scene. Bottoms, Al bert M., Police Tactics 
Against Robbery, National Institute on La\\}' Enforcement a11d Criminal Justice, 
August 1971, pp. 84-86. 
3/ McKinnon, Gordon P. (Ed.) Fire Protection Handbook, National Protection 
Association, Boston, 14th Edition, pp. 6-80 through 6-83. 
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To sununarize, the personal communications capabilities of the wrist l'adio 
,·lill generate large and diverse economic beneH ts. It has been possible to 
estimate the probable magnitudes of some benefits and to describe others. 
Tne quantifiable annual benefits of the wrist radio system are presented in 
Table 1. 
TABLE 1: ESTIHATED ANNUAL ECO:-IOHIC BENEFITS - WRIST RADIO SYSTEM 
Savings: 
til reduction of 10¢ per long distance 
call for 25 million users $225 millions 
0 reduced cost of mobile radio equipment 
I for Police and Fire Departments $130 millions 
r 
Industry gains: .Tobs 
--
PayrolJ.s Sales 
e COlIllIlunications electronics ll20 $15 .!llillions $ 50 millions 
~ Aerospace 3300 $62 millions $150 millions 
Recovery of Stolen Pro12Grty: $ 86 millions 
Total $641 millions 
Savings to individual users and public service agencies will surely exceed 
the $355 millions per year as indicated .here. At the least, there are other 
agencies who can make sim~lar use of this system. Industry sales shculd 
increase by $200 millions annually for several years. The economic value of 
this communication systems' contribution to crime suppression obviously is 
underestimated by the $86 millions per year from recovery of stolen property. 
It is clear the sum of $641 millions per year of savings, sales, and recovered 
property is a low estimate of the potential economic benefits of the wri~t 
radio system. --- , 
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No significant benefits are anticipated. 
3. Environment 
No significant benefits to the environment are expected in the near 
future. The wrist radio system 1'iill attract somE: current use and 
absorb some growth from inter- and intracity telephone usage. This 
will diminish the need for telephone poles and cables. A gradual 
reduction of exposed cable net\\Torks \dll contribute to reduced clutter 
and improved appearance of the cities. 
4. Protection of Life and Property 
A wrist radio system will help to save lives, protect personal property, 
and increase military effectiveness. 
In 1975, l. 8 million people were injured in autoJllOhHe accidents in 
the U.S. and 45,600 ,,,ere ldlled.Y A survivor or ohserver of an accident 
could summon the police and an ambulance much more quickly Ivi th a viTist 
radio than \'lith the telephone . Estimates of reduced death and inj ury 
effects -- from more timely arrival of police and medical health -- are 
qui te vad able. Nevertheless, it is obvj ous that the immediate communicat.ioll 
capabil i ty can only be beneficial. Similar benefits wou] d pertain to other 
medical emergencies. 
The effectiveness of search ancI -rescue effo-rts will be enhanced greatly. 
When every searcher can have a tota1ly portable -radio set J coordination 
will be improved g-reatly. If the lost narty had a wrist radio, a p-rompt 
rescue could become routine. The risk of exposure or starvation would 
become minimal. 
The wrist J~adio can help the police to protect lives and property. 
It has been reported that the probability of detection is increased 
by reducing the "time late" interval. Y The ability of a victim or 
observer to contact the police instantly would help the police to res-pond 
more quickly. This would aid in detection and apprehension of criminals. 
The increased risk of apprehension would deter some criminals and reduce 
crime rates. 
Fire p-rotection would be improved. There are obvious benefits from reducing 
the time interval between ignition of a fi-re and reporting it. Decreasing 
the ITtime late" also increases the chances of alerting and removing to 
safety persons unaware of the fire or trapped in the vicinity. Further J 
a wrist ra.dio user could direct fi-remen at the scene to his secluded or 
trapped location, fa.cilitating rescue. 
1/ Data obtained by phone from the American Automobile Association. 
2/ Bottoms, Albert M., op. cit. 
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The military services would find many uses for the wrist radio to increase 
their effectiveness. The advantages of flexible, totally portable, and 
instant communications are of great value to tactical forces. 
S. Food and Natural Resources 
No immediate effects are anticipated. After some years, some conservation 
of natural resources would occur through eliminating the necessity of 
replacing long-lines equipment. /I.\inor savings of timber would result 
from a decreased need for telephone poles. The complimentary savings 
of copper and other scarce minerals for other uses may be much more 
important. 
6. New Knowledge 
Development and implemcmtation of the wrist radio system will add new 
dimensions of space technology. The system ,Ifill require a space shuttle 
system and the capability of assembling complex structures in space. 
Beyond gaining the "know how1l , the shuttle system and space assembly 
yard will be available for other programs and will be the forerurmers of 
others to follows. 
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The wrist radio communications system would support most of the National Needs 
of this study. 
Economic benefits Vlould include: 
Q Savings to consumers both from lower rates and the avoidance of 
toll call premium charges. 
o Sales income, and employment in the aerospace and communications-electronic 
industries. 
9 Lmver communicatiulls equipment COS1:S for departments, search and rescue 
teams and the military services. 
(} Reduced losses of life and property through reducing the response time 
of police and fire departments. 
Environmental benefits may be realized through the elimination of some open 
air telephone transmission equipment. 
ImpToved Protection of Life and Property through increased effectiveness of 
police and fire department efforts) search and rescue operations, and emergency 
medical assistance. 
Natural ResoU1.'ce conservation \I'ill be increased as a result of decreased demand 
for scarce metals used in telephone plant. 
New Kno\l'ledge will be gained tIn'ough advancing space related technical 
capabilities. 
Relationship to NASAjOAST Space Technology Goals: 
This application will require the achievement of many of the space technology 
goals. 
First and foremost, it will require a very large space structure. The 
antenna configuration itself will be about 300 feet in diameter. 
It will require the assembly of this large struct11l'e (about 10,000 pounds) 
in low earth order with a subsequent transfer to geosynchronous orbit. 
The requirement for 21 kilowatts of raw power will require a very large 
solar array in geosynchronous orbit. An energy storage system may be 
required. 
The total space system, particularly the antenna system, will be highly 
complex. The development of a highly-capable adaptive array with as light~ 
weight a structure as possible will be a difficult design problem. 
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Summary and Conclusions 
~ A personal c0mlUunications system, using geosynchronous satellites 
with large antennae and small personal transceivers, is feasible 
with expected technological advances. 
• It will require communications satellites of uncommon size, requlrlng 
a space shuttle system and capability for assembly in space. 
Ct System development and experimental phases would cost about $160 
million. Implementation costs will approximate $300 millions and, 
annual opel'ations costs of $10 million are estimated. The program 
could begin by 1983 and be operational by 1990. 
c The personal communication system will produce substantial social 
and economic benefits, expected to surpass $640 millions per year. 
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Application: Weather and Climate Monitoring) Prediction, and Control 
Background: 
1. Influences on the Earth's Weather 
The influences on the Earth's weather are well known. They are: (1) the action 
of the Sun as a nuclear furnace, (2) the geometry of the Earth, (3) the Earth's 
atmospheric blanket, and (4) the geophysical landform of the Earth. 
The Sun's nuclear processes emit radiation in all dil'ections in the form of 
ul tra-violet rays) infTared rays, and visible light. Of the small amount that 
reaches the Earth's vicinity some is scattered by air, dust, and water vapor; 
some is turned back by clouds; and tl1e balance is absor1)ed and conver'ced into 
heat. This heat evaporates the water in the oceans and wal'ms the lower 
atmosphere. The resulting circulation gives rise to winds, cyclones, hurricanes, 
storms, and precipitation, 
The Earth's spherical shape affects the intensity of radiation received from 
the Sun at various latitudes. The Earth I s revolution <tbout the Sun and its 
tilted axis again modify the amounts of radiation received and cause the 
seasonal changes. The Earth's rotation about its axis along with heat effects 
give rise to the wind flow patterns. 
The troposphere (5-10 miles above the surface) is a layer of heavy air; its 
weight is about 80% of that of the entire atmosphere. It contains all of 
the water vapor. In the troposphere, the circulation of the atmosphere takes 
place - generally rising air at the equator sinking earthward at the poles. 
In the Northern Hemisphere, this south-·north circulation, modified by the 
west-east flow caused by the Earth's rotation, results in the trade wind 
patterns. 
The Earth's geophysical landfoTm also has a profound effect on the weather. 
The oceans, continents, iSlands, and lakes, since land gains and loses heat 
more quickly than water, affect the heat profile. ~10untainous areas and 
valley.s cause updrafts and downdrafts which affect the local circulation flow. 
2. Numerical Weather Prediction 
Meteorology has been characterized as one of the most complex of the ~hysical 
sciences. John Von Neumann stated in 1956: 
"The hydrodynamics of meteorology presents without doubt 
the most complex series of interrelated problems, not 
only that we know of, but can imagine." 
In spite of this, great strides have been made in dynamic. meteorology and numerical 
weather prediction. With the additional knowledge to be provided by future 
space activities a tremendous further breakthrough is about to occur. 
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NumeTical weather preclietion can be thought of starting as a conseqUfmce of 
Isaac Newton's seeond law of motion, the r.oncept of PTedictability Y: the 
rate of change of the momentum of a parcel of matter is equal to the sum 
of the forces that act on the uaTcel, that is; 
dH dt = sum of the forces 
Since, at any initial time to, the quantity on the right exists, the initial 
values can be measuTed, and from: 
dH= (sum of the fOTces) dt 
a nearby future value can be calculated. 
value problem in classical physics. 
This is an example of an initial-
However, let us consider a parcel of air, whieh consists of water vapor, 
other gases, and electrically charged ions. Its pTessure, tempCl.'ature, and 
density can be measured at any point in time. These chU1.'acteristics are 
constantly changing. Also they interact, a change in one produces a change 
in the otl1CTs. The parcel also moves as a In;JSS in Sll'iTls and eol1ides, 
intermingles, and inteTacts Nith other ail' paTcels. Add the effects of 
the EaTth' s rotation, clashing \varm and hot air masses, tUTbulences, and 
theTmal influences and OUT pToblcm of predictabili"ty becomes -- although it 
exists theoTetica11y, to what degree does it exist in weatheT prediction. 
Recognizing that tl1C problem of weather prediction was a classical initial-
value problem, V. Bjerknes ];./ and his collaborators, in 1904, set out to 
build a theoretical model for \'leather prediction. A network would gather 
regular- readin.Q;s of temperature, pressure, humidity and wind velocity at 
the Earth's surface and in the upper aiT. These data would constitute the 
initial state of the atmosphere. Then the data would be used, with equations 
developed in the new field of dynamic meteoTology, to compute the weather 
to come. HO\'JeveT, they wel'e unable to find suitable numerical methods to 
solve the complex formulas. 
L. F. Ric11ardson Y determined to solve these equations by e).."})ressing thorn 
in terms of the elementary arithmetic functions. He completed and published 
this work in 1922. However, even if given enough suitable data, the numerical 
processing would have Tequired 64,000 mathematicians, equipped with a like 
number of calculators, wOTking 24 hours a day each day of the year. 
Von Neumann and his associates, a group of mathematicians and meteoTologists, 
further -refined these mathematical formulations and, by 1956, were performing 
analysis and weather prediction using the methods of dynamic meteorology and 
the high-speed electronic computer. 
Y Sverre Petterssen, Introduction to Meteorology, 3rd Edition, McGraw-Hill, 
1969 - pg. 21-23 
Y Weather, Life Science LibraTY, Time-Life Books, 1973 - pg. 135-137 
Y Ibid - p. 137 
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With the subsequent incTease in obseTvation stations, uppeT-aiT sounding 
stations, TadaT sUTveillance stations, and weather satellites, accuTate 
short-term weatheT pTediction is a reality. HoweveT, it has been estimated 
that if accurate prediction can be made as much as five days in advance, the 
savings in the U.S. alone in the management of water resources and lower 
costs in TIlany areas (agriculture, transportation, Tetail marketing, lumbering, 
etc.) could be in th~ billions of dollars. The improvements that are 
needed to impTove the accuTacy and widen the validity (fiTst up to five days 
and ultimately to an achievable ten-twenty days) of weatheT prediction aTe: 
o more Tefined mathematical formula.tions 
o more extensive, accurate, and timely data collection 
() expanded data-processing capabilities 
3. Climate Prediction 
Accurate weatheT prediction for periods of a few days to about a month will 
aid in countless ways. Ultimately, an undeTstanding of the inteTnal and 
exteTnal conditions that affect climate would enable us to predict climate 
on a seasonal or even year]y basis. Since the evidence indicates that the 
EaTth's climate fluctuates over decades, centuries, and even longer time 
peTiods, an in-depth knOlvledge of climate could have advantages to mankind 
beyond measuTe. 
A potential Climate ProgTam has been discussed in some detail in The Outlook 
for Space, pages 152-161. This Heed not be Tepeated here. The following 
outlines the approach to the undeTStanding and pTediction of climate in 
four aTeas: data base, environmental monitoring, model development and 
forecasting, and assessment of man-made effects. 
o Data base: Develop a body of information on climate and its 
variation with enough statistical accuracy to distinguish actual 
climatic trends due to real climate changes f~rom normal weathcT 
fluctuations. This entails the use of instrumental records, 
histoTical records, and paleoclimatic recoTds. 
o Monitoring: Identify and monitor the factors that control and/or 
influence the climate, determine the potential for change in 
each, and detel'mine the climate's pTobable response to such 
changes. Satellites would be a basic paTt of the observing 
system. 
o FOTecasting: DeteTmine the predictability of climate on various 
time scales and, to the extent possible, develop a fOTecasting 
capability. This would involve extensive TIlathematical modeling 
of the climate system. 
• Human effects: Identify and monitor activities of humans which 
may change the climate; and assess theiT actual impact on the 
climate; investigate possible meaSUTes to counteract adverse 
changes or bring about desirable changes. 
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AI1 overall program for climate prediction win be a long-term effort. Data 
will have to be collected over many decades. The program will involve a 
\vide-variety of ground-based acti vi ties. However, certain data gathering, 
long term and global in nature, will require refined satellite systems. 
Satellites with some other primary function may be used for much of this activity. 
4. Weathe1.' Modification 
Possible desirable areas of weather modification include: control of rainfall, 
reduction of the intensity of severe storms, fl.'ost control, and smog 
abatement. Many benon ts would occur from such programs. However, any 
such activities would have to be SUbjected to extensive analysis and 
carefully-controlled tests. 
NASA will be able to support these tests by the use of satellite monitoring 
to measure conditions prior to, during,and after the experimental activities. 
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Objectives: 
John F. Kennedy, the late President of the U.S., in a speech to the U.N. 
early in 1961, emphasized the need for cooperative efforts between all 
nations in weather prediction and eventually weather control. In December 
of that year, the General Assembly unanimously adopted a resolution 
embodying his proposal \vhich called upon member states to take steps to 
advance the state of the atmospheric sciences and to develop meteorological 
services, with worldwide benefits to mankind. The objectives of the 
research to be associated with the World Weather Watch were stated: 
C? To develop a deeper understanding of the global drculations 
of the atmosphere and thc associated system of climates. 
o To place weather forecasting on a firmer scientific basis: 
to develop techniques for predictions on extcnded time scales 
and to provide knowledge needed to improve weather forecasts 
of small space scales and time spans. 
o To explore the extent to which weather and climate may be 
modified through artificial means. 
To meet these objectives, the international scientific community has 
recently organized the Global Atmospheric Resen.Tch Program (GARP) and is 
now planning the dctai 1 s of that program, the First GARP Global Experiment 
(FGGE). 
TIle objectives of NASA in supporting these programs are: 
" To provide improved communications through the use of larger, more 
reliable communications satellites, \\'1. th on-board data handling 
capabili ty . 
o To furnish weather satellites, in low-earth and synchronous orbits, 
wi th highly sophisticated data gathering and information handling 
capabili ties in the areas of: improved and newly developed sensor 
systems, control systems providing better pointing accuracy, 
and high-speed, reliable data-handling systems with large-scale, 
rapid-access memories. 
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Program Summary 
1. Weather Prediction S;stem 
The Global Atmospheric Research Program is described in Outlook for Space, 
pages 60-62 and is included here for reference purposes: 
"In order to improve the accm.'acy and extend the useful range of 
large scale weather forecasting, the international scientific 
community has organized the Global Atmospheric Research Program 
(GARP) and is now planning the details of the major activity of 
that program, the First GARP Global Experiment (FGGE). The basic 
elements of the global experiment are an observing system and a 
data processing system. The observational phase of the experiment, 
to commence in late 1978, involves the measurement of the large-
scale state and motion of the entire atmosphere over a period of 
approximately one year. The data pI'ocessing aspects of the 
experiment involve the conversion of instrument readings to useful 
meteorological variables and the use of these data in numerical 
models of the general atmospheric circulabon for long-range, 
large-scale weather forecasting. The goal is to improve forecasting 
accuracy and an extended useful range of forecasting from the 
present three days toward the ultimate limit of predictability, 
estimated to be between 10 and 20 days. 
The success of FGGE is predicated upon obtaining global observations 
of the state of the atmosphere at least once every 12 hOUTS. The 
primaTY platforms for these observations are two to four Sun-
synchronous polaT-oTbiting satellites \'lith instruments for measuring 
atmosphel'ic temperature and humidity and sea surface temperatures, 
and five geosynchronous satelU,tes returninr visible and infrared 
in:ages fOT deriving winds, cloud amounts, and cJ Dud heights. 
Winds and boundary layer parameters are also obtained by satellite 
tracking and collection of data from free-floating balloons, 
ocean buoys, and remote monitoring stations. 
Global observations are essential to these goals; and spacecraft 
provide the only practical method for such observations. In 
addition to its direct benefits, improved forecasting of large 
general atmospheric circulation also provides the basis for local 
weatheT forecasts, including forecasts of mesoscale phenomona 
such as severe storms. The forecasting of these localized, 
near-time phenomena will be a focus of the 19805. The understanding 
of the large general atmosphere circulation will also play a 
role in weather modification and climate programs. Research and 
operational meteorological programs contribute to both requirements 
and the necessity of international cooperation because of the 
dynamic, global nature of the atmosphere. 
In order to pursue this objective, a continuing Tesearch and 
development program leading to improved operational systems 
would be required. 
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By 1985 an operational system based upon the results of the GARP 
global experiment could be implemented. The network would include 
two to four satellites in near-Earth Sun-synchronous orbit. It 
would also include satellites in geostationary orbit which <;erve 
the dual purpose of supporting large-scale weather forecasting, 
and severe storm and local forecasting. tvleasurements of sea and 
air temperature and humidity would be obtained every 12 hours 
for a horizontal scale of 100 km. Winds would be measured on a 
horizontal scale of 200 km by tTacking clouds with images from 
geosynchronous satellites and by tracking free-floating balloons. 
Polar and sea ice would be measured every five days at a scale 
of 30 km. In the mid-1980s an experimental system to measure 
with doppler radar could be deployed. 
In the early 1990s, an improved system, consisting of four 
satellites in near-Earth Sun-synchronous polar orbit and three 
three-axis stabilized geosynchronous platforms) could be operational. 
MeasUl'ements \·:ould be made on a horizontal scale of 50 kilometers 
(10 kilometers for ice). Active near-i nfl'ared sensors would be 
used for temperature and humidity profiles and wind measurements 
would be obtained with a multifrequency doppler system.!! 
A summary of the spacecraft requirements follows: 
Experimental System (1978-1985) 
(I 2-4 Sun-synchronous polar orbiting satellites 
Operational System (1985--1990) 
(> 2-4 near-EaJ~th Sun-synchronous satellites 
(ll 2-3 equatorial geosynchronous satellites 
Improved Operational System (1990) 
fj 4 near-Earth Sun-syncl11'onous satellites 
Cl 3 three-axis stabilized geosynchronous platforms 
2. Climate Prediction System 
The ground systems would support a variety of activities such as: 
o gathering of historical data -- instrumental and documentaTY data 
o gathering of observational data from satellites and ground-
based facilities 
c data processing systems for formulation and modeling 
e data processing for climate prediction 
Communications facilities, either ground or satellite systems, would be 
required to furnish the data to the processing facilities in a usable form. 
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The monitoring system would, in addition to ground weather stations, consist 
of observation satellites, weather ballons, and unmanned sensors in remote 
locations. Data from these sensors would be relayed through satellites to 
the appropriate ground-based facilities. 
Much of the weather prediction system could be used. Certain new sensors, 
particularly for the monitoring of conditions external to the atmosphere, 
would be required. 
3. Weathcr Modificiation Experiments 
Satellite systems deployed for weather prediction activities could also 
carry instruments and data processing eqUipment for monit.oring weather 
modification experiments. By 1985, a high-resolution monitoring satellite 
could be placed in geosynchronous orbit to support modification experiments. 
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Socio-Economic Benefits 
The 'Potential economic and social benefits to he achieved by increased 
capability in predicting Heather and climate changes are incalculable and 
immense. Examination of the expected impacts of improved predictions on 
the total U.S. economy indicates short term benefits in the hundreds of 
millions of dollars, e.g., through increases in agricultural productivity 
and the reduction of property losses. When indirect, intangible, or long 
term benefits are considered, 100 million dollaTS might be an insignificant 
sum indeed. And if our estimates are extended world-wide, the numbers would
 
probably appear unbelievable to today's observer. 
1. Economy 
A number of estimates have been made in recent years on the economic benefit
s 
associated with existing weather services and at least one which assesses 
the economic benefits of extending the range of \'IeathC!r forecasting to throe
 
months. Total annual losses from adverse \\leather have been estimated at 
over twelve billion dollars with more than five billion dollars potentially 
savable with adequate \\'arnings sufficiently in advance of the weather 
events.Y Table 1 summa-rizC's the effects of adverse weather on tht total 
U.S. economy. 
The potential almual savings attributable to longer-range weather fo-recasts 
increase sharply from ShOTt term (1-5 hoUl.'s) to three month forecasts. The 
total estimated annual savings represent only about 14
90 of the total 
protectable losses due to the cost of protection. Further gains could come 
only from modifying the weather itself. The savings available, especially 
to agriculture, from forecasts ranging from ninety days to one year, while 
not now quantified, should increase enormously. 
These estimates deal with economic benefits associated with adverse 
weather. A vastly different scenario must be written for the economic 
impact of long range weather forecasts, and yet another for the prediction o
f 
climate change and its eC0110Plic impact. The latter subject not only encompasses 
periods of dozens of yeaTs, but the effect of such changes in Ulany cases wi
ll 
not be meastn'eable for additional dozens of years. Thus, any attempt to 
assign numbers to the economic effects of climate peTturbations is very 
difficult. The rough oTder of magnitude of climate change effect has been 
illustrated in estimates which find a 1
0 C deC1.'ease in ambient temperatures 
causing changes in.a~l!ual expenditures in the U.S. economy alone of bi~lio",:s 
of dollars.'!:J A SlUlllar order of change may be expected from changes In \Hn
d 
intensity, pollution's effects, precipitation or sea level changes. 
2/ 
J.C. Thompson, The Potential Economic Benefits of Improvements in Weather 
Forecasting, California State University, San Jose. 
U. S. Department of Transportation, Proceedings of Thh'd Conference on the 
Climate Impact Assessment Pl'ograms, February 26-Harch 1, 1974, Washington, 
D.C., December 1974. -
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TABLE 1: ESTn'1ATED Ai\JNUAL WEATHER DAM,AGE - MAJOR U. S. ECONO:IJIC SECTORS}j 
SECTOR LOSSES ESTI~~TED SAVINGS 
($ Millions) ($ Millions) 
Agriculture 8,240.04 567.0 
Aviation 92.4 3.6 
Construction 998.0 31.5 
Communications 77.4 0.6 
Electric Power 45.7 1.3 
Energy 5.1 0.1 
Manufacturing 597.7 20.0 
Transportation 96.3 3.2 
Govcrnrnent Enterprises 2,531.8 111.8 
TOTALS 12,684.8 739.1 
1/ J.e. Thompson, op. cit. 
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The chief direct economic benE'Tit resulting fTom long range weather forecasting 
is optimizing decisions which bring cost savings in planning, distributing 
and gathering water resources. Knowing that heavy rains will fall in six 
months al1O\vs irrigation authorities to let all the water out of the reservoir 
during a dTought rather than maintaining a resel.'ve against continuing ] ack 
of rainfall. Knowing how much snow there is in a given area and how much 
rain there will be later in the growing season allows more water to be 
diTected immediately into more hydroelectric power generation, reducing pumping 
costs to the area and making electl.-icity cheaper to the surrounding area. 
Kno1tling the weather soveral months beforehand will enable farmers to plant 
and harvest at optimum times and will enable the federal government to know 
whether to store, sell, or export. This will be further refined by knO\\'ing 
the weather and Cl.-OP forecast \~orld-wide. While the savings from the long 
term weather forecast cannot now be quantified for any appreciable time 
in the future, they lVould appear extl-ernely large. In 1969, about 21 million 
acres were irrigated by the 50 states at varying costs. A total of 
$1,607,000,000 \'las invested in these lands.Y The savings possible through 
reducing irrigation costs to this area through improved ",'eatheT fOTecasting 
\\'Quld appear substantial. 
2. Encn-gy 
The application of long-range weather forecasting and climato pTedic.tion to 
the field of energy has far-reac.hing and pl.-ofound economic implications. 
Should long-range \,eather fOTecasting estahli sh the validity of weather 
modifjcation techniques, ancl such techniques prove sufficiently effective, 
the economic impact \\'111 be pervasive. Enormous amounts of solaT pO\,"er 
may be enacted through the dissipation of clouds, wind and tidal energy may 
be haTnessed through forecasts and new knowledge of ocean and atmospheric 
currents and both new and existing energy resources will be better lnanaged 
and thus mOTe efficiently utilized. 
3. Environment 
Long-range prediction will aid in the planning of relocating overcTowded 
population and industrial centers. Understanding the physical basis of 
climate II/ill permit climatic enhancement both through pollution control and 
deliberate climate changes. 
4. Protection of Life and Proper\y 
Tornadoes kill, on the average, 107 persons in the United States per year. 
Hurricanes, hailstones, and severe local winds bring the total up to about 
Y U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 
1975 edition. 
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600 lives lost per year. Reported property Joss from tornadoes alone showed 
a 34 year average (e"ding 1955) of 513,612,226 per year. However, during 
the period 1965 to 1969, the average property loss from tornadoes exce8ded 
$200 million 1)er year. A 36 year average of property damage due to hurricanes 
in the period 1920 to ]955 was $100 million per year, but this did not 
in1cude Hurricane Agnes \'lhich alone caused S:5.5 billion in property damage 
in 1974. Betsy, in 1965, and Camille, in 1969, each caused $1.4 billion 
in property damage while the combined property Joss due to Connie and Diane 
in 1955 was about $1 bilI ion.Y 
The present loss of Ji-Fc figures have already heen greatly reduced by the 
U.S. Weather Bureau warnings. To appreciate this, one only has to consider 
the 2,000 lives lost in Florida by a storm surge in 1928 or the more than 
6,000 lost in Galveston in 1900. Yet, most of the lives and some of the 
property presently being lost could he saved by accurate short term (up to 
6 hour) local forecasts. 
Weather/climate forecasting will contribute to the abatement of natural 
disaster damage, promote the development of new types of construction to 
help I'educe damage and gcncTCllly prolong the useful life of capital goods. 
Some perils should be drasticalJy reduced, e.g., drought, and to some extent, 
hail damage. Crop insurance will become generally availahle and other 
property insurance will offel' broade!' covcrages at 10we1' cost. Longer 
range weather forecasting will result in slilistantial savings to sea 
transportation through optimum shjp routing and improved short range, mOTe 
accurate fOI'ecasting will substantially benefit air tTansportation. Climate 
catastrophi('s (e.g. temperature "inversions" over large cities) may be 
avoided. Substantial savings in heal th Cal'e costs may be expected and the 
general level of health and productivity raised. 
5. Food and Natural Resources 
III dcveloping a system to make long l'angc accurate \'lcather predictions to 
benefit the United States, it will be necessary to dcvelop satellites ~lich 
collect relevant data around the \'o'orld. Thus, there exists the distinct 
possibil ity of exporting weather forecasting sel'vj ces at a minimum marginal 
cost. 
Every chemical and physical process related to plants is influenced by 
temperature, These 'nclude: 
~ solubility of minerals 
e absoTption of water, gases and nutrients 
CIi diffusion 
Cl synthesis 
e growth 
Cl reproduction 
U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Climatalogica1 
Data: National Summary, 1973 and 1974 editions. 
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In addition to temperature, the water supply and amount of sunlight are 
major factors affecting plant growth. 
All of the world's food that comes from plants is grown on 4 billion acres 
of cultivated soil. It would requi1:e substantial amounts of capital to 
bring additional presently non-arable land under cultivation. While no 
wide-area estimates on water's contribution to the costs of reclamation are 
available, substantial data exists for the cost of reclaiming land in local 
proj ect areas. 
A 1970 study by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory for the U.S. Atomic Energy 
Commission on \'later resource development in Egypt indicated reclamation costs 
varying from $160 per acre for an 83,000 acre development near the Delta to 
$870 per acre for a 21,000 acre tract cast of Suez. Earlier completed 
proj ect averages $465 per acre, of which 60 g" ($200 per acre) was used for 
reclamation operations (research, land leveling, irrigation and drainage 
facilities) and 40% ($185 per acre) for rehabilitation of facilities (housing 
drinking water, lighting, internal roads). The cost of the water supplied to 
this project in the late 1960's was 2.6¢ per 1000 galJons. Y A crop of wheat 
requires about 543,000 gallons of \'later pel' aCTe to yield fully, or over 
$1400 per aCTe.'!:! In areas with modeTate rainfall, the cost of wateT is 
considered zero. 
The),'0 were , in 1974,16,369,428 acres of iTrigable land in the U.S., undel' 
the control of the Bureau of Reclamation and 9,418,223 acres were actually 
irrigated by Bureau projects. The total gross crop value fOT this land, all 
of which \'las made arable by the Bureau of Reclmnation1s irrigation pTojects, 
"laS $4,655,242,691 in 1974 or $494.28 per iTrigated acrc.'ij 
Thus, it does not appear to be cost-effective to greatly increase the food 
supply by the reclamation of land at CUlTent costs. The other possibility 
then, is to jncrease the yield of the present al'able land. Long term \'feather 
forecasting "[ould be very beneficial in this effort. 
6. New Knowledge 
This application should add immeasurably to understanding the dynamics of 
weathe-r and climfl,te, their physical basis and oTigin and the effects of man-
macle disturbances. New forces may be discovered and an understanding gained 
of the mechanics of the sun and the circulation of oceanic and atmospheric 
currents as well as the state of the stratosphere. New statistical models 
will be developed and new }~nowledge will be acquired on intra-atmosphere, 
cloud physics and mesoscale phenomena and microphysical phenomena. 
Y D.S. Pastil', Land and Water Resources Development in Egypt, Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory, Dec. 1970 
y Nuclear Energy Centers, Industrial and Agro-Industrial Comple~es, Summary 
Report Oak Ridge National Laboratory, July, 1968. 
ij U. S. BUTeau of Reclamation, Wat.er and Land Resource Accomplishments, 
Statistical Appendix 1, 1974. 
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Relationship to NASA/CAST Space Technology Goals: 
An effective weather and climate prediction program will require great 
technological advances in information acquisition and information manage-
ment. In addition to the myriads of data processing activities required 
on the ground, on-boaI'd data processing equipment and sophisticated data 
compression techniques must be developed. 
Sensor technology, principally in the active microwave area, must be 
developed. 
Relationship to National Needs 
Long range \"cather and climate prediction capability supports each of this 
study's national needs. Substantial and pervasive benefits to the economy 
will follow the development of capability for long range weather and climate 
prediction. Adverse \'leather damage prevention, incTeased agricultural 
productivity, improved public works planning, new sources of energy, (solar, 
tidal and wind) and the advantages of laTge food surpluses to create new world 
mal'kcts, new jobs and more disposable income are a few. New industries may 
be created including the weather forecasting technology industry. 
Knowing the climate of the future wil1 generate substantial cost savings in 
the allo(:atj on of energy resources and permit the development of solar, tidal 
and ''lind energy. 
Public \'lorks planning ""ill be made more effective. We will better understand 
the manner in which pollution effects oceans and the atmosphere. 
WeatheT is the largest factor in food pToduction. Large food SUl1)luses should 
resul t from long range forecast capability. 
The wOT1d's nutrition, geneTal health and, perhaps, pTocluctivity will be 
l.'aised significantly. Underdeveloped nations will be able to industrialize. 
Scientists will better undeTstand the dynamics of weather and climate, 
discoveT new forces, leaTn the mechanics of the Sun and more about ocean and 
atmospheric currents, the role of the stTatosphere, cloud physics and 
microphysical and mesoscale phenomena. 
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Summary and Conclusions 
G By 1985, an operational system could be implemented, based on the 
GARP global experiment. The network would include 2 to 4 satellites 
on near-Earth, Sun-synchronous orbit and other satellites in 
geostationary orbhs. Existing facilities for weather and climate 
observations would be incorporated. 
G The effects of weather and climate on all of society a);c universal. 
Longer range and accurate forecasts of weather and climate changes 
will be totally pervasive. Such forecasts will improve crop productivity, 
reduce losses of life and property, create new industries, improve 
safety, ~ceduce costs of public planning efforts, and benefit many other 
undertakings. 
III The potential socio-economic gains of improved weather and climate 
forecasting are so great and so obvious that the recommendation for 
continued development of this capability is emphatic. 
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Application: CTOP Production Forecasting and Water Availability 
Food and ''later are vital to human existence. As the population incTeases 
the need fOT food inCTeases. Food '!lToduction TequiTes water availabi1ity. 
The world's population has grown steadily since the agricultural revolu-
tionj in the last two centuries the rate of growth has been exponential. 
Based on constant fertility ann no global disasters, a threefold popula-
tion increase is possible in the next half century. Hopefully, the 
population increase will be curbed, particularly in the so-called 
underdeveloped countTies, by increased awareness of the problem, through 
education, and eventually, if necessary, by geopolitical action. In any 
event, the population will continue to grow and, accordingly, the need for 
food. 
On a global scale there has been a striking decrease in grain roserves, 
\'lhich have fallen fTom sixty days in 1961 to about twenty days at the 
present time. Only r;oTth America is a lllaj or surplus-producing region. 
Even theTe the margins are so small that even relatively minor changes 
in weather and distJ.'jbution patterns can produce large fluctuations in 
the availability of food. 
The total availabiJ ity of food production in any ?)ven yeaI' is a necessary 
piece of information. HoweveT, for a total food Tosource pTogr8.JIl it is 
necessary to know much moro. Where is it? WheIl \'lUI it become available? 
How much of it will be usable? And how can it be transported to the mal'ket 
place and, hence, to the consumer? 
There must be a continuous inventory of present arable land - its 
locatjon, cultivatable characteri5tics, types of CTOPS produced, and 
percent of usage. The seaTch for new arable land must continue. 
Similarly, an inventory of livestock resources must be maintained. 
Availability to the market place will be essential. It is necessary to 
plan in advance airlift feed programs to prevent herd loss in the event 
of untimely weather conditions. 
\\fateT availability is the key for agricultural production. It ,1'111 
be necessary to identify and catalogue wateT sources, to pTedict 
seasonal and yeaTly variations, to determine where dams should be 
erected, and their operational usage. 
Improved forecasting of weatheT and water availability would increase 
food l)roduction. Since food exports are a major factor in U.S. world 
trade and halance of payments, better crop production fOTecasting could 
pTovide data pertinent to trade agreements, market changes, early warning 
of crop failures, and transpoTtation planning. 
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Obj ectives: 
The objectives of this application are twofold. 
1. Crop Production Forecasting 
The goal is to pl'ovide satellite survey systems to provide data to grounrl 
processing facilities which, with information gained from other sources, 
will provide a biweekly forecast of the global production of maj or crops 
having world-wide food and/or economic significance. 
2. Water Availability 
The obj ective is to utilize space sat"'llite surveys of snow and moistur'e 
to provide fOr'ecasts of water availability for irrigation, hydroelectric 
powel' generation, and lar'ge-scale shale oil processing. 
Pro gram St1l!1mary: 
1. Crop Production Forecasting 
Earth-orbiting space systems offer a feasible, systematic approach to glohal 
crop production forecasting. The Large Area Crop Inventory Exp~riment 
(LACIE), now underway, represents a desirahle first step. Based on exist-
ing satellite systems, crop inventori0s are heing obtained, pattern recog-
nition techniques are being tested, and yield models are boing developed" A 
degree of operat.ional capah:i 1 j ty may be dcvelol)ed in the next several years. 
An operational satel1 i te system for glohal wl1cat forecasting is })l'oj ected 
for 1982. Later in the decade an improved system could be operational for 
forecasting the production of all m.:1jor crops. Since non-wheat crops 
usually use smaller fields hi gher resolution sensors will be required .. 
Passi ve sensors will initially be used. They wi 11 l'eqllire cloud-free 
conditions to gather data. A large number of earth-orbi ting satellites 
will be needed to ensure adequate frequency of measurement. An all-
weather system, using active microwave sensors~ would be developed in 
the 1990's. 
Thecapabi Ii ties required are: 
o improved yield models 
CI optimal sampling strategies 
e sensors with high signal-to-noise ratios 
" more complete predicti.ve models 
2. Water Availability Forecasting 
Water' availability in the U.S. appears adequate to the end of the century, 
but large regional insufficiencies, particularly in the West, are likely. 
The primary water source in this area is snowfall and melt in mountain regions. 
Current forecasts of ·these sources have erTors of the order of 2596; this 
allows a large amount of usable water to be lost. 
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The target date for an operational satellite system is 1982. It would 
use space data provided by the same satellite as used for global crop 
forecasting. 
An improved operational system would involve surveys of son moisture, 
snow moisture, and water. It could use passive or active microwave 
sensors operating at several frequencies. Large antenn8S, hundreds of 
meters in diameter, will be required, particularly for the passive systems. 
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Socio-Economic Ber~efi ts of Crop Production Forecasting 
f>fuch of the world's population today goes hungry although in varying 
degrees. Many leaders are alarmed to see a sharp drop in food surpluses 
during the last two decades. Tragic consequences may result from wrong 
assumptions that food needs will be met through normal processes. 
Uni ted States food production may not sustain our 0\1'11 population beyond 
1990. Decades wi 11 pass before the less deve loped nations vIi 11 have 
adequate nutrition even vJi tll the most optir..listic proj ections for present 
global food producing cap ab ili ties. . 
Improved forecasting technology will contribute to more productive manage-
ment of our renewable resoUJ.'ces. Estimates for increasing the food supply 
are only approximate, yet the potential benefits are enormous. 
1. Economy 
a. Benefits to Agriculture Y 
Domestic agricultural crops and livestock represent over 696 of our gross 
national product (over $60 bil1ion). Current economic losses resulting 
from less-than-optimum management of these reSOUTces may be attributed to 
inadquate knowledge of such factors as expected product jon, pest and 
disease infestation and market operations. This knowledge gap results 
in annual losses in gI'ain production. Estimated loses for wheat and 
soybeans aTe shmm below. 
TABLE 1: ESTIMATED A.t"1NUAL LOSSES AVOIDABLE BY 
HIP ROVED CROP PRODUCTION FORECASTING 
CROP Estimated Avoidable Losses 
Lower Bound 
Soybeans 71 
Wheat 35 
--
Totals 106 
($ ~lillions, 1973) 
~er Bound 
337 
212 
--
549 
Major benefits should follow from improved information concerning these 
factors. Cost savings would be available to the federal government in 
.obtaining data o~ agricultural resources. The substantial benefit of 
1/ Substantial portions of this section were adapted from, G.A. Hazelrigg, Jr., 
J. Andrews, et.a.l, The Econom:ic Value of Remote Sensing by Satel]it.e .•. ~ 
ECON, Inc. Princeton, N.J., December 1974. 
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improved management decisions accrue from improved agricultural crop 
statistics and previously unavailable crop data. These result primarily 
from improvements to the Department of Agriculture's domestic crop produc-
tion forecasts. Data provided by satelli tos will enable farmers to make 
better use of agricultural lands, identify levels of crop vigor and reduce 
losses from insects or week infestation. 
Estimates h2:ve been made on the potential uses and economic gains of a 
satellite':'based earth resources monitoring system based upon an exhaustive 
study of l~escarch on this sub:i ect since 1952 and, addi tionn.lly, on an 
independent evaluation for the benefit to agriculture based upon a detailed 
case study. The economic value of the system \';as obtained by aggregating 
non-overlapping benefits derived from the major components of the U.S, 
agronomy, among other major areas of total national resources such as 
fOTestry, minerals and fresh l'later resources. Total economi c gains wel'e 
estimated annual gains faT agricul tm'e ranged from $726.3 mi Uion to 
$1511.7 million proj ected to 1985. These figures are ex-pressed in 1973 
dollars. Current annual economic benefits (1973 dOllars) accruing to 
agriculture are estimated from $253 mi 11ion to $555 million based upon 
the hard benefits documented by case studies, Soft benefits estimates 
of from $474 - $957 million annually are projected. TI1Csesoft benefits 
are estimates derived from many other economic studies, many of them 
earlier, but considered to be valid. 
Many subsystems in agricultllre, \'Jater resources, crop land allocation, 
and distribution, comprise the system of crop forccasU ng. A summary of 
economic gains which may be expected from satellite dGta in the agricul-
tural sector are presented in Table 2 
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TABLE 2: AGRICULTURAL BENEFITS 
FUNCTION BENEFITS ($ millions - 1973) 
Soil Surveys (37) 11 
Crop Inventory, Acreage 
and Yield Measurements 
Worldwide Crop Product 
Distribution 
Specific Crop Land 
Allocation 
Water Shortage Avoidance 
Soil Conservation 
Crop Disease Prevention 
Insect Infestation Prevention 
Weed Infestation Prevention 
Crop Damage Assessment 
Disaster Early Warning 
Inte)~national Trade 
Opportunities 
Research 
GoveTnment Compliance 
Total Land Benefits 
Total Additional Soft Benefits 
251-553 
(265-471) 
( 15-119) 
8.3 
(82). 
(38) 
(18) 
(2.4) 
(1.3) 
(200-508) 
(200-500) 
(82.2) 
(15.8) 
252-554 
474-957 
1/ Soft benefits are shown in paTentheses. 
SOUTce: G.A. Hazelrigg, JT., J. AndTews, et.al., op, cit. 
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The major hard benefits would come from improvements in measuring crop 
acreage J inventory, and yield. This amounts to an optimistic estimate of 
over half a billion dollars annually (in 1973 dollars). Improvements in 
worlc1-\vide distribution of crops produced by the United States generate the 
major soft. benefit, optimistical1y at 471 million (1973) dollars and 
conservatively at 265 million (1973) dollars. Very substantial soft benefits 
are also produced by various soU surveys and early warning of disasters such 
as massive insect attack,and unique international marketing opportunities 
for domestic agricul tural prod~cts, perhaps as high as one billion dollars 
per year or more. 
b. Benefi ts to Other Industries 
In the initial years of operation, the total expected economic gains (in 1973 
dollars) deriving from gains in both distribution and production will total 
$250 million. After another 10 years, an additional gain of $250 million may 
be e'Al)ected. 
During the initial years of operations of the earth resource survey capability> 
economic benefits will accrue mostly in proportion to value added or sales 
throughout the agricul tUl'al sector of the U. S. economy, including both farmers 
and consumers. After another ten years have elapsed from this initial period, 
the competitive effects in the U.S. agTicultU)~al sector should bc·ncfit consumers 
through dampened pl'ice movc1l1onts, and the faTlner tll1'ough increased income 
and botter producti01:' decisions. Table 3 lists these benefits. 
c. Potential Benefits to Other Earth Resources 
The applications of satellite sensing technology to such areas as rangeland 
and timber inventories, land allocation forest product inventory and harvesting 
decisions are estimated at $54.5 million mUlually with an additional $62,2 
million possible from soft benefits . Activities such as mopping potential 
water impoundment aTeas, fresh water inventoTY, pollution monitoTing, and 
flood control will generate gains estimated at $57.2 million. Cost savings in 
mapping Tequired by federal and state land use statutes are estimated at 
$7.9 - 37.1 million. The mapping and management of the non-renewable natul'al 
resources (mineTClls and petroleum) including their exploration and extraction 
will produce a gain of $1.6 - 3.9 million dollars, and additional soft 
benefits of $33 - 77 million. Ail' pollution, and weather research benefits are 
estimated at $1.5 - 10.5 million and soft benefits of $6.4 - 31.2 million. 
Gains from activities relating to tl'e oceans will come chiefly from ocean food 
resource development and will be about $1.7 - 4.2 million with additional soft 
benefits of $5.0 - 12.7 million. All told, the economic gains projected for 
the next 10 years amount to $1,027,800,000 to $1,972, 700,000 annually. 
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TABLE 3: AGRICULTURAL Bm~EFITS-EFFECT ON OTHER INDUSTRIES 
PRODUCTIO:\l AND DJSTRIBUTIO:-.r GAINS 
INDUSTRY C$Hillions - ] 973) 
Initial Period Ten YeaTs Later 
Tobacco 10 
Food 52 
Lumber 3 
Forestry 1 
Textiles 12 
Agriculture 74 18 
Agricultural Services 4 
Federal Gov't Expenses 5 
Real Estate 14 57 
Households 25 175 
TOTALS 250 250 
Source: G.A. Hazelrigg, Jr., J. Andrch's, ct. a1., op cit. 
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TABLE 4: NET A.l':~UAL BENEFITS - WATER RESOURCES 
OPTI~IISTIC ESTIMATE OF 
1973)Y FUNCTION BENEFITS ($f-lillions -
Surveys of Water Resources 2/ 6.4 
(17.3) 
Predict:i.on of Water Supplies 3/ 1.4 
(35.9) 
Monitoring Changos in Water .8 
Supplies y (5.7) 
Management of Water Storage y 54.8 
(28.8) 
Damage Assessment and Prevention 6/ .6 
(4.4) 
Disaster Recognition 311d .6 
Early Werning !d (5.0) 
Hydrological Research (12.7) 
Governm~nt Regulation, Projects (4.3) 
and Pla'l11ing 
Total Hard Benefits 57.2 
Total Soft Benefits (121.1) 
Y Soft benefits a.:re shown in parentheses 
2/ Includes snow, ice, glacior surveys, potential water storage and 
pollution surveys 
3/ Prediction of water supplies, floods, pollution levels 
4/ e. g., ice cover J soil moisture, cylicd polluti011 patterns and 
evapotranspiration 
Y Includes water for agricultuTe:. cities and pO\ver generation 
§j Floods, pollution, insects ,~_isease 
Sour.::e: G.A. Hazelrigg, Jr., J. Andre\'ls, et.a1., op, cit. 
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d. Water Resources 
Until fairly recent times, our ,\Tater supplies were trea.ted as if without cost. 
Rapid urban and industrial growth has greatly changed the view. Not only are 
water resources becoming scarcer through depletion and the ravages of 
pollution, but increasing population presses flood plains into use making 
flood control lTIOre difficult and eX11ensive. 
Better prediction of water supply through space sensing of snow cover, 
glacier activity, soil moisture, and water runoff will allow the re1ea.se of 
additional water which may be used for irrigation which will produce an 
annual benefit of $8.5 million to the Western United States (a 10 state area 
was used for this estimate]. Additional benefits from this water for the 
production of electric power yields an estimate, judged as conservatj'/e by 
the investigators, of $4.2 million per year for the nation as a whole. 
The increased data gathm:ing capability resulting from currently available 
(but not fully developed) satellite technology should result in national 
economic gains of the order illustrated in Table <j. Substantial additional 
benefits may be e:q)ected from inc:reased capabUHy to predict weather \,lith 
the degree of accuracy of In-esent day \<leather forecasts but for periods of 
up to one year. Accounting for the greatest proportj on of benefhs is the 
improved decision-making associated with \ofatc1' supply management made possible 
by new measurement data pTovided by satellite. l-Ja1'Cl benefits at the upper 
bound of the estimates aTe set at $54.8 milJion. The pl'edictioll and measure-
ment of water supplies, flood and eutrofication disaster and hydrological 
researcll suggest addi tiona1 soft bencH ts will be realized amountj ng to 
121.1 million dollars. 
The new technology of weatheT/clh ate fOTecasting and modification should 
develop into a major exportable COllilllOdity fOT the United States and an 
important domestic industry which might well stimulate the development of 
diffuse new industries. This technology may become an important item in OUT 
foreign aid program especially to the less developed nations. UnclC1:stDnding 
the causes of famine, how to manage grazing lands and maTina and fresh \'Tater 
food resources, and the preseTvation of raTe and exotic sPec.ies will all 
contribute to OUT foreign aid and diplomatic mission to the less developed 
nations. 
An optimistic sUITUllaTY of the economic benefits which might be expected 
from satellite based capability in observing and measuring earht resources, 
both rene\vable and non-renewable, is presented schematically in Figure 1 
by principal resource management function. The. estimated gains by major 
impact area are totaled and subtotaled in Tab1e 5. 
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FIGURE 1: BENEFITS FROM IHPROVED ~IANAGEMENT OF EARTH RESOURCES 
( <t'M'll' ) '.' 1~ 10ns 
Nonrenewable 
Agriculture Forest Water Land Use Resources Atmosphere Oceans Totals 
I i I Measurement I ! I 29. S Survey 37.0 I 4.9 3.9 10.5 12.7 98.8 I 
Damage Assessment 1.3 ! t \ 1.3 I I I Research 82.2 : 22,4 I .1 104.7 
Monitoring 15.8 I ! 7.3 27.0 50.1 , I I 254.9 
Prediction I I Future Supplies .6 .6 Conservation I i .3 .3 Disaster 250 I 4.3 254.:5 I I 255.2 
Prevention i 
I Disease 49 I .7 2.9 52.6 Insect Infestation 4.2 
1 10.4 
4.2 
Disaster 10.4 
i 67.2 
.-Control 
IS7.3 Resource Allocation 118.8 75.7 37.1 318.9 
Production & Consumption .4 78 78.4 
Distribution 1444.0 1444.0 
1841. 3 
Totals 2002.3 92.2 151.6 37.1 81.9 40.8 12.7 241S.6 
, 
Source: G.A. Hazelrigg, Jr., J. Andrews, et.al., The Economic Value of Remote Sensing by Satellite ... , 
ECON, Inc., Princeton, N.J., December 1974. 
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TABLE 5: BE:..lEFITS FROM IMPROVED HA1'JAGH1ENT OF EARTH RESOURCES 1 
($ tvlillions) 
Measurement Prediction Prevention Control 
I-' 
N 
-'0 ~~. ~Jl ~-i 
~~ ~~ 
@l"d ~~ 
~tn 
Source: 
-... ~-' -'~--~~"""---
~ 
.".. ... 
$254.9 
IP $255.2 ... $67.2 
pO $1841. 3 
I 
Survey Future Supplies H Disease 1 Resource I !-- ;..- I-- Allocation $98.8 $0.6 $52.6 $318.9 
I 
Damage J Conservation I I Insect Production !-- Assessment I I I- Infesta tlon ~ $1. 3 I $0.3 $4.2 $78.4 ! 
I U Research y Disaster I Disaster Distribution f-- I I-$104.7 $254.3 I $10.4 $1444.0 ! 
r-1oni toring 
L-- $50.1 
J 
G.A. Hazelrigg, Jr., ,J. Andrews, et.al:., The Economic Value of Remote Sensing by Satellite ... , 
ECON, Inc., Princeton, N.J., December 1974, 
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2. Energy 
The expanded data base from satellite observations will enhance the develop-
ment. of new sources of energy. Among the possibilities are tidal, WiIld, 
solar and geothermal sources. New data and modeling will enable scientists 
to predict wind and tides, cloud cover and geothermal occurrences. Improved 
forecasting pCl'mi ts savings due to energy resource management. 1:lo1'8 an~ 
cheapeT energy supplies will produce cost savings to almost all lndustrlcs 
and to consumers primarily through 10lveT fuel, transportation and food costs, 
and also through lower prices on most manufactured goods. 
3. Environment 
Satellite based forecasting may be expected to substantially improve air 
and water qualit', through the enhanced ability to supply and manage wateT 
resources and to monitor and abate atmospheric pollution. 
4. Protection of Life and Property 
The chief benefits associated with this national neod are includable under 
the Weather/Climate systems application. 
5. Food and Natural Resources 
Bellefits will deTi ve from more and better food at lm ... er prices more equitably 
and efficiently distributed. Adequate food supplies should lead to rapid 
industrialization of the less developed nations and the creation of new world 
markets. Present day levels of food supplies may insure that the under-
developed nations are always underdeveloped and that their populations barely 
survive. 
Improved forecasting technology I'lill also make significant contributions to 
the discovery and management of non-renewable natural resources such as 
minerals and petroleum, ocean resources, forest product, \vildlife protection. 
6. New Knowledge 
The availability and timing of vast quantities of new data Viill spa\1Jl valuable 
new mathematical models for greater accuTacy and longer Tange predictions of 
food and water supplies. 
Spacecraft observations will greatly benefit the science of archeology. 
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Relatioj~ship to National Needs 
The Crop Production Forcasting system would support all the National Needs 
applicable to this study, 
The economy will be benefited by larger food supplies at lower prices, more 
efficiently distributed, Exploration of minerals and petroleum will be 
made less costly, Crop insurance should become generally available. 
The expanded data base will aid in the development of new sources of energy 
e.g., wind, tidal and geothermal. Improved water resource management will 
increase hydToelectric pm'ier generation. MOTe and cheaper energy supplies 
will produce cost savings to all industries and also to consumers. 
Environmental protection is strengthened through the utilization of Temote 
sensing devices and satellites to monitor and control air and water pollution. 
Life and property idl1 be protected by foreknowledge of impending natural 
disasters. 
Nell' lUlOKledge gained from vast quantities of new data almost instantly 
available, wiD permit the development of new and highly valuable agl'ometrj c 
models. This nG\~r technology is applicable to the entire earth resource 
spectrum. 
Relationship to NASA/OAST Space Technology Goals: 
Improved tec1mology and methods in information acquisition and management 
will be required to meet the objectives of this program. On-boarel data 
processing and data comnaction must be used. Sensor development, particularly 
for active micro\\'ave instruments, will be needed for the ultimate system 
as well as the erection of a very Jarge antenna system in space. 
Summary and Conclusions 
o Satellite systems offer a feasible and systematic appl'oach to 
greatly enhanced capabilities for crop forecasting, resource 
management, and water inventory observations. 
• Increasing world food needs, declining surpluses, and rising 
prices will requh'e maj or efforts to increase producti vi ty of 
food production and Hater management - to sustain our economy 
and to help other nations. 
c The system will involve multi-sensor satellites, other earth-and 
atmosphere-borne sensors, lat'ge data transmission and processing 
capabilities, optimal sampling strategies, sensors with high 
signal-to-noise ratios, large antennae in space, and further 
improved predictive models. ' 
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ti Economic benefits fTom improved management of earth resources 
may easily exceed $2 billion annually. Social benefits may be 
even greater. The satellite systems would cost only a fraction 
of such sums. 
() This system is needed, its implemontation should be pursued 
urgently. 
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Application: Planetary Engineering of the Planet Venus 
Background: 
Some time in the next mi1l6nium, our expanding population and the continuing 
growth of industrial needs may tax the l'esources of the Earth to the limit or 
beyond. In this event, in order for our civilization to grow or even ex5st, 
it may be necessary to establish colonies on other lleavenly bodies. A ten~estrial 
catastrophe, brought about, for example, by the close passage of or Gvcn potential 
impact with a large, wandOJ~ing, heavenly body, could also require such an exodus. 
The planets Venus and Mars as well as Titan, a large satcll:it0 of Saturn, the only 
satE:.llite in the Solar System knOl,m to havc an atmosphere, arc potential candidates 
for colonization. Since the atmosphere of l,fars is extremely thin and since Titan 
is so remotc from the Sun that its low tc:mpi1ratur es \\'ould hamper human existence, 
it \Voulel appear that Venus is the prime candidate for mass human cOloni::ation. 
Venus, particularly when our knowledge of its characteristics \,:as fragmentary, \\'as 
sometimes thought of as a twin -planet to the Eartho The sj zes$ masses, and densities 
of the t\<iO are compaTabl p • Venus approaches closeT to the Earth; VIi th the exception 
of the Moon, the asteroid Eros, and, occasionally, a passing comet; than any other 
body. Venus is closer to the Sun, but not appreciably so. 
HOIl'cver, as a habitable body fOT man, Venus clj ffers from the Earth in several 
important respects, particularly in the extreme heat of the surface and the chemical 
properties and dynamics of its atmosphere. By the app]jcation of Planetary Engi-
neering, it iSh'ithin the capabilj tics of mankind to correct these deficiencies. 
Objective: 
The obj ecti ve of this application is to apply the principles of microbiological 
planetary engineering to so a1 tel' the surface characteristics and the atmosphere 
of the planet Venus as to make it habitable for man and the animal and plant life 
necessary for his survival. 
}.Iission Summary 
As we shall ~;ee, the surface of Venus, due to the so-called greenhouse 
effect, is extreme ly hot - in the neighborhood of 300-600°C. Consequently, 
in addition to other negative effects, no free water could be present on 
the surface. Venus is completely cloud-covered; its atmosphere is con-
stituted largely of carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and water vapor in the form 
of ice crystals and drovlets. 
To make Venus habitable for man it will be necessary to lower the surface 
temperature, thus making free water available; to lower the percentage of 
carbon dioxide present in the atmosphere; and to increase the abundance of 
molecular oxygen. This could conceivably be done chemica11y or biologically. 
The ability to transport large amounts of chemjcals to Venus would make this 
method practically impossible. Carl Sagan, the Corne11 astronomer, has 
proposed a method to alter the atmosphere of Venus using microbiological forms}J 
~ I. S. Shklovski and Carl Sagan, Intelligent Life in the Universe, 
Holden - Day, 1966) pp. 467-8. 
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Since the necessary ingredients for photosynthesis - light, i"ater vapor, and 
carbon dioxide - are present, the seeding of the atmosphere of Venus with 
appropriate microorganisms, probably some form of blue-green algae, along 
with subsequent reactions; would in time achieve the objective. 
Many species of blue-green algae are remarkably resistant to extreme heat. 
TIley have been found 1i ving and flourishing at temperatures approaching the 
boiling point of water. There are temperatures in the Venusian atmosp11ere 
suitable for their life processes. 
Some species of hlue-green algae are nitrogen-fixeT5, that is, they have 
the capability of combining atmospheric nitrogen into compounds suitabl e ror 
plant food. This \,'ould significatly decrease the amOUl1'1.. of material that 
would have to be transported. 
rll1Cse cultures of blue-·groen algae \ofOuld be transported to Venus and released 
at a suitable altitude. 'TIle density of the atmosphere and the convective 
currents present would keep the microorganisms in the atmosphere long enough 
for the process of photosynthesis to occur. The fact that blue-green algae 
requiTe no sexual process and reproduce solely by cell division, also eases 
the problem. 
As the algae slm'lly sink to lower levels, they id 11 burn up. In this mannel', 
carbon and other useful clements and compounds wi11 be deposited on the 
surfAce . 
Socio-Economic Benefits 01' Necessi![ 
The socio-economic benefits of a program to alter the atmospheric charactcristics 
of Venus in such a IVay as to Tcnder the planet habitable to man arc not measurable 
in the same sense as othel' applications. The desirability of such a program in 
the next mj lleniu1l1 may \,,'ell be a matter of survival of the human race. Such a 
requirement would dwarf any other socio-economic benefits to be derived from such 
a prOgrRm. It is difficult to assess when the desirability for colonization of 
another body will become an absolute requirement but} for planning purposes, it 
would be well to achieve the total capability in the next milleniLmt. 
There are· certain potential developments which could establish such a Tcquirement. 
1hese are: 
c The imminent approach of an alien body 
(; Overpopulation and consequel}t del-,letion of food reSOUTces 
o Consumption of nonrenewable !latural resources due to increased technology 
G Possible pollution of our own atmosphere 
The approach of an alien body could be one possible explanation fOT some 
of the changes in the Earth t 5 physical characteristics during the agE's such as: 
the til ting of the Earth t saxis resulting in the Ice Age and changes in the 
climatic profile of the Earth; the apparent increase in volcanic and tidal wave 
acti vi ty about 20,000 years ago; and the disappearance of continental masses and 
chains of land connecting the continents. 
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It seems impossible for any body in the present Solar System to apPT':n1,ch the 
Earth in such a manner as to cause destruction or annihilation. Hov:ever, there 
are probably many large massive objects travelling through space which are 
independent of any such system. If onc were to approach the outer limits of 
the Solar System, the large gravitational attraction of the Sun could so !lIter 
their orbits that they may pass dangerously close to, or actually collide \lith 
Earth. A close approach could cause earthquakes, tidal waves, and the actual 
b:r'eakup of land masses. A collision could result in total destruction. 
The presence of such a body would probably be known to us when it approached 
the outer limits of the Solar System, at which time its disk would be 
illuminated by the Sun. At that time we could start to compute its orbit and 
assess any potential danger to Earth. It could sti 11 be decades or even 
centuries before a confrontation \\'ould take place--enough time to effect 
colonization of another body if the necessary preparatj ons had already been 
made. 
A remote possibility, yes--a feasible occurrence, also yes. 
The other possible developments are perhaps closer to home. \\'e can almost 
think of the EaTth and its capability to pro'vide resources as fini tc and the 
population groh'th and consequent need for its resources as almost illfini te. 
I\'orld population is increa.sing sup(~r-exponentja) 1)" tha.t is, the rate of growth 
is increasing. If there is no aPPj'eciable change in either fertility or mortality, 
the year 2500 lI'ill see; a world population of over 20 billion pe0111e. 
The supply of food for this population Kill be limited by the aelOunt of 
photosynthesi s of plant life taking place. ~Iankind probably camot do much about 
increasing the efficiency of sunlight. However, in addition to the continuing 
need fo1' carbon dioxidE. and water, 'de will have a need for additional arable land. 
The costs involved in making nel" land productive and finding adequate supplies 
of water are very high. 
TIle capital which will be requh-ed to develop this new land wi] 1 come from expanded 
industrialization. WhHe industrialization is also increasing exponentj ally , it 
is questionable whether its growth can keep pace. The growth of indust1'ialization 
has also caused pollutants .. in those areas where they have been measured, to 
increase exponentially. Their effects, additionally, are almost certainly 
underestimated because of the natural delays present in ecological processes. 
The upper limits of pollution which may be reached before serious damage to the 
ecosphere occurs are presently unknmVTI. 
1m improved condition would be expected if it were possible to stabilize 
population growth and industrialization. However J this will not prevent the 
eventual exhaustion of the world's supply of minerals and petroleum. 
The power of technology and geopolitical actions to solve these problems is 
uncertain. 
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Other socio-economic benefit,s from such a program will accrue. The labo
ratory 
research on algae and photosynthesis will result in inprovements in agr
Icultural 
productivity here on Earth. A further understanding of the atmosphere 
of Venus 
and the methods to be used for altering it will improve our ability to i
mprove 
our own ecosphere. 
In summary , it appears that manki nd \dll hnvf to provide himself the cap
abi li ty 
to escape to or colonize other bodies in th0 Solar Sy~~tem. The pI anet Venus 
appears to be the most desirable for such purposes. 
Ini t~all~', . we are not proposing to provide a Utopia - we are talking about 
survlvalnl:1.ty: However, a new ~ivilization on a new planet may, as it 
develops, ~vold the errors mankInd has made on Earth and, indeed, become a 
near-paradIS e. 
Technical Background: 
1. The Planet Venus 
Venus is the second planet outward from the Sun. It comes closor to the
 Earth 
than any other planet - 40.086xl06 kilometers at its closest point. A c
omparison 
of ceTtain orbital and physical characteristics of the two planets falla
h's. 
Mean Solar Distance 
Orbital Period 
Mean Orbital Velocity 
Period of Rotation 
Mean Radius 
Mass 
f'.1e an Dens i ty 
Venus 
O-:;?~ A. U. 
. ,-- 6 
108.2x10 kIns. 
224.7 days 
35.05 kms./sec. 
247 days retrograde 
6100 kms. 
4.869x10 27 gms. 
5.158 gms./cm. 3 
Earth 
1. 0 A. U • 
149.6x:106 kms. 
365.25 days 
29.79 kms./scc. 
1 day 
6378 kms'i7 
S.977x10 gms. 
5.517 gms./c1l1. 3 
Venus has frequently been thought of through the years as a twin planet 
of the 
Earth. Considering the above characteristics, the only appreciable diff
erence 
bet\\'cen the two is in the rotation period which, for Venus, remained unk
nown until 
the advent of radar. We shall note other important diffeTences, particu
larly in 
surface and atmospheric properties, as \<:e proceed. 
Since Venus has a very dense atmosphere and is completely covered by cl
ouds, we 
have no visual knowledge of its surface features. Bo\,/eveT, sufficient i
nformation 
has boen gained from radaT mapping ~nd planetary probes to establish that the 
surface is quite forbidding by terrestrial standards. The surface press
ure is 
about ten times that of the atmospheTic pressure on Earth and the sUTfac
e tem-
perature is about 300-500°C. 
An internal model of Venus has been proposed by K. E. Bullen
Y; which is similar 
to that of the Earth. 
Venus Earth 
Liquid Core 21.596 by mass 31. 596 by mass 
Solid Mantle 75.4% by mass 67.6
90 by mass 
Crust 3.196 by mass .9
9
,5 by mass 
Handbook of the Physical Properties of the Planet Venus, ~ASA SP 3029, 
1967 - pgs. 32-33 4 
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G.J.F. MaCDonaldYspeculates that the internal structure of Venus is similar to 
that of Earth, except that the high surface temperature has cau~ed liquefaction 
of the material in the outer mantle regions and, consequently, has introduced
 
considerable body-tidal dissipation of energy from the solar-tidal interactio
n. 
The tidal forces decelerate the planet and account for the slow rotation rate
. 
The retrograde rotation }::lS not been explained. 
Venus has no knmm satellite. 
2. The Atmosphere of Venus 
To understand the atmosphere of Venus, astronomers first had to account for 
the 
extl'emely high surface temperatures. 
A theoretical estimate of the surface temperature of Venus, based on its dist
ance 
froin the Sun and its albedo (the ratio of electromagnetic radiation reflected by 
a body to that incident upon it) of 0.73, yields a value of about 23SoK. Since 
this does not take into accoun,t a-::.mospheric screening, the actual temperature
 
should be sOffim.;hat higher. Present determinations indicate that the surface 
temperatures are SOO-700oK. 
Starting in the 1920s, repeated measurement:; 11ave been made of the infTHl'ed 
radiation emitted by Venus, They also indicate a temperature of about 235°K. 
Since the clouds in the Venusian atmosphere, like our oh'n, probably absorb a
ll 
infrared radiation, these temperatures refer to the cloud tops and not the 
surface .. 
Radio tel escopes have nO\<J ineasured the radia'tion emi ttod by Venus in the mic
ro-
wave region. , Microwaves can pass freely through clouds without being absorb
ed. 
Thus, those obs-=rvations should refer to the surface of the planet. The res
ults 
indicated a surface temperat\l1'c of over S7SoK, 
Three hypothese.s could account fOJ: this result: (1) the micro,\ave radiation was 
actually emitted by an electrical1y-charged i01:.osphere, (2) a very strong green-
house effect, or (3). the presence of large quanti ties of dust. While the 
Mariner II spacecraft was passing Venus in 1962, its micro\<lave radiometer loo
ked 
straight clown toward the surface, and also looked at an angle tm'iard the edge
 
of the planet and the atmosphere above it. Much higher readings ''lere taken 
looking str.aight down. Thus the hot-ionosphere hypothesjs ,~as eliminated. 
Its readings also showed an even higher surface temperature of about 70aoK. 
There is n'!w general agreement that a strong greenhouse effect of Venus' atm
os-
phere exists--much stronger than a slmilal' effect on Eal'th. Esscntjal1y, 
almost all of the Sun's radiation reaches the surface, hut large amounts of 
carbon dioxide and \'later vapor in the atmosphere prevents the escape of most
 
of the surface radiation back into space. Since the clouds of Venus cover 
the entire sky ~ their contribution to this effect is substantial. HQwever, this 
is not enoush as the presence of radiation-blocking gases still had to be 
estab lished. 
}) Ibid., pgs. 34-3S 
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Repeated spectroscopic readings have found evidence of large amounts of carbon' 
dioxide i1l the atmosphere of Venus. However, carbon dioxide itself would not 
screen all the wavelengths necessary to establish the greenhouse effect. 
Balloon-.borne spectrography first established the presence of water vapor in 
the planet's atmosphere in 1962. The Soviet pi'obe of 1967 bore this out 
and reported jllst eno~lgh water vapor to trap the additional heat. Therefore, 
the tops of the clouds are probab 1y ice particles and not dust or other sol j d 
matorial. Thus, the vel')' hi gh surface temperatures of Venus are a result of 
the gl'eenhouse effect. 
Atmospheric pressure on the surface of Venus is mueh greater, at least ten 
times the pressure on Earth. The atmosphere i tsel f is ahout 30 tjmes as dense 
~s that of the Earth. 
Much remains to be learned about the properties, composidon, and dynamics of 
the atmosphere of Venus. }.lany authors and papers have treated this subj ect 
and have constructed models based on the data available. The model we shall 
use for this l)aper (Figure 1) re1lresents a composite of this informaUon. It 
is d graph of tcmpcratUl'e (OK) versus a1 titude (kilometers) and pressure (bars) 
wi th st1.·ucture 1 evels and other properties as 51101,'11. 
The surface is rod-hot, surrounded by a densely-clouded gaseous envelope 
in fom.' levels: 
Level Altitude (kms) Temperature (OK) PTeSSl1Te (BaT~l 
I 0 30 525 - 675 101 - 10° 
II 30 - 60 375 - 525 ] 0° - 10- 1 
III 60 80 275 375 10- 1_ 10-2 
IV 80 - 130 200 - 275 10-2_ 10-5 
The first level is clear in the upper pOTtion with blmd ng dust neal' the 
surface. The second leve1 consists of very dense clouds with extTcme heat 
by terrestria1 standards. The third level, t.he one of most intel'est to us, 
is composed of dense c10uds I\'ith moderate temperatures. Ice cTystals aTe 
'present in the upper portion and water droplets in the warmeT lower portion. 
The uppeT level consists of lighter clouds and haze. 
For purposes of this paper we have assumed an atmosphere as follows: 
Nitrogen 
Carbon dioxide, 
Water vapor, 
Traces of 02' 03' Ar, 
90% by volume 
1090 by volume 
.001% by volume 
CO, NHM, NH4 , etc. ~ . 
This yields a molecular weight of about 29.62 and contains enough carbon dioxide 
and water vapor to SUppOTt photosynthesis. 
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3. Evolution of the Earth's Atmosphere 
The Earth \,.;e live on today consists of minerals, rocks, soil, and organic liquids. 
It also contains a laTge quantity of liquid water and 'a deep gaseous atmosphere. 
One model for the evolution of our atmosphere has been proposed by Isaac Asimov'il, 
As solid matter conglomerated to form the Earth, it did so in a vast ocean of gas. 
Hydrogen predominated but other gases such as helium, neon, and argon - l'lhich do 
not ordinarily form compounds - \\'e1'e also present. There were also large quanti ties 
of oxygon~ nitrogen~ and gaseous carbon oxidccs. The Earth's gravity could not hold 
the lighter elements and~ since they could not combine, they escaped into space. 
The remaining elements combined into h'atel' vapor, ammonia, and methane gas. These 
gases constituted the original atmosphere of primordial Earth: 
H20(v): water vapor 
NH3: ammonia 
CH4: methane gas 
This resembles the present atmospheres of the large outer planets \,;,hj ch also contain 
vast quantities of hydl'ogen and helium. 
This original atmosphere was gTadually ck'lnged by the process of dissoc.iation. 
Under the influence of ultraviolet light, the water vapor decomposed into hydrogen 
and oxygen, 
H20 (V) + ultraviolet light -. -~... [tJ] + [0] 
The hydrogen could not be held by gravity and escaped into space. The oxygen com-
bined with other elements of the atmosphere to form carbon dioxide, molccular 
nitrogen and water, that is, 
[0] + CH4 _" _.);..- CO2 + H20 
[0] + NH3 ---"""'~ N2 + H20 
A new atmospheTe was fOl1ned consisting of 
H20(v): water vapor 
N2: nitrogen gas 
CO2 : carbon dioxide 
This atmosphere resembles the present atmospheres of Mars and Venus. Mercury, 
like our Moon, was unable to retain any appreciable atmosphere. 
Isaac Asimov, Photosynthesis, Basic Books~ 1968 - pgs. 168-174 
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Even though water vapor was still present in large quantities, dissociation 
could not continue. As oxygen began to accumulate in free form, some of it 
was converted into ozone, 03' One of the properties of ozone is that it absorbs 
ultraviolet radiation, which is necessary for the dissociation process. 
The Earth's atmosphere, in the absence of dissociation, did not remain static. 
The process of photosynthesis, to be described more fully later in the report, 
then too}, place. 
Photosynthesis takes place under the energy of visjble light, which is not screened 
out by ozone. Essentially, oxygen and hydrogen are formed out of water vapor by 
the action of visible light. The hydrogen is not liberated but is incorporated 
into plant tissue by the acti011 of photosynthesis on carbon dioxide. Therefore, 
oxygen is produced and carbon dioxide is consumed according to the symbolic eqlJa-
t'ion: 
C02 + H20(V) + visible light---~~organic matter + 02 
Water vapor is restored to the atmosphere, since the plant tissue is eventually 
converted into water. 
This process has resulted in our present atmosphere: 
1-l20(V): water vapor 
N2: nitrogen gas 
02: molecular oxygen 
The atmospheric evolution of the Earth is shown schemat.ically in Figure 2. 
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4. Photosynthesis 
The process of photosynthesis has been taking place on Earth for millions of 
years, ever since plant life began. In this process the green parts of plants, 
when exposed to light under suitable conditions of temperature and water supply, 
use carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and release oxygen to it. As opposed to 
respiration, it takes place only in plants. Essentially, the process converts 
solar energy to chemical energy. . 
The necessary ingredients for photosynthesis arc \.,rater, carbon dioxide, 
chlorophyll, and sunlight. It is a highly-complicated Pl'OCCSS, but for our 
pUTposes can be thought of as follo\\'s: 
water + ca1.'bon dioxide + light ~:.- oxygen + glucose 
. or 
photosynthesis 
>- O2 + [HCOH], 
where the term [BCOll] represents glucose and other hydrocarbons or sugars which, 
by other chemical reactions produce proteins, fats, and starches - foods for 
plani:s and animals. 
The Carbon Cycle relating photosynthesis and respiration is shown schematically 
in Figure 3. 
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Photosynthesis takes place in chlorophyll-containing cells only when carbon 
dioxide, wateT, and light are available, and when a suitable temperature 
prevails. 
Although cn:rbon dioxide constitutes only 0.03g.; of the Earth's atmosphere, land 
p) ants aTe entirely dependent on this source. Experimentally, it has been shown 
that increasing the carbon dioxide concentration of an atmosphere results in an 
increased rate of photosynthesis. 
The in tensi t)', quaJi ty, and daily duration of sunlight all have an infl uence 
on the amount of photosynthesis taking place. In general, the longer the daily 
period of illumination the more photosynthesis will be accomplished by a plant 
ill the course of a day. 
A deficiency of water results in a reduced rate of photosynthesis. 
The range of temperatures most suitable for relatively rapid rate!; of 
photosynthesis is not the same for all kinds of plants. ~1ost photosynthesis 
in temperate zone plants occurs within the range of lO-3S<lC (50_95°P). An 
increase in temperature results in an increase of photosynthesis up to an 
optimum. I\'i th an increase in temperature above this optimum, the rate of 
photosynthesis decreases progressively. 
For our purposes, the altering of the Venusian atmosphero, \.;e are interested 
in the photosynthesis process as it applies to a1 gao) principally certain bluo-
green algae. 
5. Algae 
Algae constitute one of the largest groups of animals or plant life. There are 
over 1,800 genera with over 21,000 different species. They are broken into 
eight groups based on color and otheT characteristics. As will be seen, the 
Cyanophyta, or blue-gTeen algae, are of the most interest to us. 
It is doubtful if any other groups of organisms on Earth live and grow in more 
nwnerous and diversified environments than do the algae. They are found in 
salt water as well as fresh water; some fresh water species are actually partly 
terrestrial. Algae are present in all oceans from the equator to near the poles. 
Some have been found in clear water at depths of more than 300 feet, while others 
have been found at alpine heights. Living spores of algae may be blown considerable 
distances by winds, and thus for intervals of time their abode is in the air. 
Algae live by 
of sugar from 
chlorophyll. 
the process of photosynthesis which consists of the building up 
carbon dioxide and water, by the aid of sunlight and green pigment, 
This takes place in the following steps: 
Step 1: The carbon dioxide is "fixed", that is, combined with some 
substance already in the cell. 
Step 2: Photolysis takes place; light energy is used to break up 1vater 
molecules. O~ygen is given off. 
Step 3: The fixed carbon dioxide is reduced by the hydrogen obtained by 
photolysis. 
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Step 4: Phosphoglyceric acid is produced and, by a series of other 
reactions, yields sugar. 
111e chlorophyll makes the light energy available to drive this chemical 
process, 
which is 
li gh t "'_ 60 + 6H 0 C H 0 
-- 2 2 + 6 12 6 
H20 is
 on both sides of the equation to indicate that the oxygen given off as 
a by-product comes entirely from water and not from the carbon dioxide. 
In addition to the carbon dioxide and water needed for photosynthesis, a
lgae, 
like other plants, require a variety of other mineral substances and ele
ments. 
One can get an idea of these needs by burning the algae and analyzing th
e residue. 
111e same elements as higher plants such as nitrogen, phosphorus, sulphu
r, 
potassium, calcium, magnesium, and iron are present with traces of copp
er, boron, 
manganese, zinc and cobalt. Algae are quite versatile in their nutritio
nal 
requiTements and can use a \dde range of inorganic and organic sources. 
Usually, 
the supply of minerals presents no problems, especially \'lith marine alga
e, although 
a lack of nitrogen or phosphorus can limit thei r growth. 
Sexual processes vary widely fTom species to species, Sexuality require
s 
periodicity of light, optimum temperatures, the'depletion of nitrogen in
 the 
cul ture medium, and abundant carbon dioxide. There appears to be no sex
ual 
process in any member of the blue-green group. 
6. Cyanophyta (Blue-green Algae) 
The Cyanophyta are a V01'y primi tive gl'oup of algae; most of them have c
hanged 
little, if at al], for many millenia. There are today about 150 genera, 
containing something like 1,500 species, \IIi th a very val'ied distribution
. Some 
of them live in the sea, many mOTe inhabit fresh 'vater,' and there arc al
so many 
common species that live in the soil. They are all microscopic and uni
cellular, 
but do form colonies. TIley show many differences in organization from t
he other 
algae. We shall highlight those differences - reproduction process, ni t
rogen-
fixing abi li ty, and temperature resistance - which pertain to the prob] em of 
al tering the Venusian atmosphere. 
The blue-gJ.'een algae have no flagellated reproductive cells; there appe
ars to 
be no sexual process in any member of the group. Reproduction is very s
imple. 
The normal method is by cell division, 'I'here the two daughter cells may 
remain 
fixed to each other by a common gelatinous envelope. Therefore, rapid c
ell 
di vision can result in a colony of many cells. The rate of reproduction
 is a 
matter for a great deal of study; under certain ideal condi Hans, it has
 been 
sho\lln that the number of individuals may increase 50- to 100- fold in a 
week. 
Some blue-green algae, principally Nostoc, have the abili·ty to flfixl1 atm
ospheric 
nitrogen, that is, to cause nitrogen from the atmosphere to combine to 
form 
compounds that are available for nourishment of itself and other plants,
 
Lately, laboratory experiments have convincingly shm'll1 that Nostoc can g
row in 
a culture solution that does not contain any nitrogen compounds and, mo
reover, 
combined nitrogen appeared in the medium after they had been growing for
 a time. 
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Although Nostoc and certain other blue-green algae have be0n shown to fix 
atmospheric nitrogen under experimental conditions, it is still doubtful how 
much they fix, jf any, in nature. These experiments appear to indicate that 
they do not fix atmosphel'ic nitrogen if they are supplied with nitrogen in the 
form of nitrates or ammoniwn sa.lts as an al ternati ve. However, no other plants J 
and only a few species of bacteria, have been shown to have the ability to fix 
atmospheric nitrogen at all. 
Certain algae, mainly blue-green, flourish in a. \dde range of temperatures. 
Species of Cynophyta have been found that live in hot springs at temperatures 
which would be lethal to all other pJ ants except certain bacteria.. The record 
is about 85°C (l8S°F) , approaching the boiling point of I'.'ater. 163 species of 
heat-tolerant algae have been fOlUld in Yellowstone Park alone. The fact. that 
blue-green algae grows at higher temperatures than most other organisms is 
unexplained. ' 
Many Cyanophyta give rise to spores called akini tes. rI11ese consist of cells in 
which there has been an aCC1IDm] ation of food reserves; the cell usuLlly enlarges 
and develops a thicker wall. They appear to be resting spores which enable the 
algae to survive unfavorable periods, and usually they germinate, giving rise to 
new filaments J \\'hen things become more favorable. They have been known to 
remain dormant but viable for as long as seventy years. 
7. Technical Summary 
It appears that the atmosphere of Venus, as presently understood, has the 
ingredients to support photosynthesis. 1110re is certainly enough carbon dioxide; 
the presence of sufficient water vapor jn usable form has yet to be established. 
The tempeTatuTcs at certain levels are suitable fOT the process. 
It seems feasible that a strain of blue-green algae can be developed that would 
Ii ve and flou:cish at certain levels in the Venusian atmosphere. The density of 
the atmosphere and the resulting cOrlvective currents would probably keep the 
algae airborne long enough to achieve measuTable results. 
How long such a process would Tequire is unknown. It seems that once there has 
been partial penetration of the "greenhouse spheTell the process would be speeded 
up. 
Program Description_and~ 
Subject to a great amount of further study, experimentation, and data-gathering 
missions it would appear that a planetary engineering project to alter the 
atmospheric and surface characteristics of Venus and thus the planet's ability 
to support man, animals, and plant life is feasib Ie. It may be possible to 
achieve perceivable alterations wi thin a century. 
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Such a program would have three maj or thrust areas.; 
o laboratory experimentation of algae, photosynthesis, model 
atmosphere, and thei r intcTactions 
e probes and other missions to fUl'ther determine the atmospheTic 
profi les of Venus and other bodies 
e algae-seeding missions to test the concepts leading to the 
conduct of actual operations 
1. Experimentation 
Studies and laboratory experimentation on the propeTties of algae and th
eir 
capabi li ty fOT supporting photosynthesis in alien atmospheres ,,,ould be r
equiTed. 
Chambers would be developed and ins'crumented wheTein various model atmos
pheres 
can be created and tests conducted to measure the ability of algae to fl
ourish 
in such atmospheres. 
New strains of algae will be developed, possibly over decades, with the 
necessary characteristics to photosynthesize in such atmospheres. The
ir 
need for minerals antI other substances not present in these model atmosp
heres 
must be minimized. The ability of these algae to fix nitrogen must be f
urther 
investigated and developed. 
The processes of photosynthesis and respiI'ation, that is, the carbon cyc
le, 
must be a subject for study and expeTimentation to support this program and 
other terrcstl'ial needs. 
Quantification of these results should demonstrate the feasibility of the total 
program. 
This part of the program should start ,d thin a year or two. The approxi
mate 
costs would be as fo11o\'ls: 
o $UI for progrs.m definition (approximately one year). 
CI $91 per year for about five years to supl10rt initial laboratory 
studies and experimentation in the form of grants to univeTsities 
and other agencies and organizations. 
G $lO~1 per year for about three years to support the development 
of the chambers and required instrumentation. 
o $lOO-150M for the production and implementation of chamber 
faci 1i ties. 
e $lO-15M per year for continuing studies. 
Over the first ten yeaTs, the cost of this part of the pTogram would be 
approximately $200~250H. 
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2. Space Missions 
This portion of the program would involve refined spectroscopic analyse~ from 
Earth-orbiting spacecraft; probes into the atmosphere of Venus; and Venus fly-bys 
and orbital missions. The probes would be required to support tlns program 
directly. Atmospheric studies would be a part of the experimentation carried by 
other missicns. 
The objectives would be to define the characteristics at all levels of the 
atmosphere of Venus and the surface itself. Specifically: 
e the surface temperatures at specific locations, 
III the presence of gaseous elements - specifically carbon dioxide, wate:r 
vapor, oxygen, and nitrogen at all levels, 
f.'l the presence of mineral elements on the sm.-face and in the Venusian 
atmosphere, 
(-) atmospheric tempeJ:atures and densities at all levels as well as their 
seasonal changes, 
o identification of any life forms in the atmosphere or 011 the surface. 
The purpose would be to define the atmosphere of Venus in order to support 
terrestrial experimentation, operational tests, and the conduct of the final 
program itself. 
Thi s part of the program could extend over many decades, each step further 
refining our know] edge. Costs can only be grossly estimated as follO\,,5: 
o 10 atmospheric and surface probes at $1001,1 Gach. 
f,) Additional instrumentation for othel' planned missions: $500M 
e Reduction of data: $JOOM 
o Launch costs: $400M 
These acti vi ties, over a thirty year period should cost less than two bi 11 ion 
dollal's. 
3. Opel'ational Tests and Seeding ~1issions 
With the lack of quantification) it is difficult to assess this final part of the 
program. It is impossible at this time to estimate the complexity of each 
mission, the number required, and the numbel' of years before l'esul ts are 
obtainable. 
It is felt that the spacecraft themselves need not be more complex than those 
pl'esently in use. The algae-carrying compartments need only carry the algae 
and the necessary materials and equipment to sustain life until they are deployed. 
Present navio-ation and ouidance s)'stems would be satisfactory. Refined a1 timeters 
b b 
to sepal'a te trie algae cultures at the proper a 1 ti tudes would be required. 
The costs associated with this 
the first two phases proceed. 
program would be less than the 
program. 
portion of the program can only be estimated as 
However, it is felt that the costs of the entire 
costs associated with the Apo~lo lllii<:..l' landing 
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Relationship to ~ati anal Needs 
This program \'lould support most of the Nationa 1 :;eeds. 
Ne\'l Knowledge would be gained in several areas 
G> characteristics and life processes of algae 
Qo photosynthesis and respiration 
€t atmospheres of the Earth and other planets 
TIle development of Food and Other ~atural Resources would be enhanced through 
knowledge gained on algae, photosynthesis, and respiration. 
TIle knO\"'ledge gained in the atmospheric studies would enhance our ability to 
control onr own Environment and thus aid in the Protection of Life and Property. 
'The studies of the ("arbon cycle may yield new methods for the creation of, 
harnessing of, 01' conseTvation of EneTgy. 
The Dconomy viOuld be bencfi tted by 
o the number of people and f8.cilities devoted to the project 
Cl> potential benefits to agriculture 
(') possible breaktl11'oughs in environmental control 
Relationship to. ~ASA/OAST Space Technology Goals 
In the short teTm, up to the year 2000, no significant increases in space 
technology systems would be required except fOT development of new sensors 
and instrumentation for atmospheric probes. Ultimately, \",e will need to 
improve our capability for placing large payloads in planetary orbits at low 
costs pel' pound 
SummaTY and Conclusions 
€I 111e ability of man to al tel' the atmosphere and surface of Venus so that 
the planet will sustain human, animal, and plant life appears to be 
feasible. 
o Such a development may, in the next mi llenium, be Tequired fOl' the 
further existence of the human race. 
6 The seedil1g of the Venusian atmosphere with certain spores of bluA-green 
algae, with supporting photosynthesis, seems to be the most feasib Ie 
way to affect the changes. 
e. The costs of starting such a proj ect would be minimal for several years. 
The entire project costs should be somewhat less than $20 B dollars. 
o .. It is recommended that the first phase, laboratory studies and 
experimentation be staTted in the near future. The fUTther imp1enenattion 
of the pTogTam would take place at an appropri.ate time. 
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Application: PlanetaTY Exploration 
Background_: 
One of the continuing goals of intelligent man has been to understand the 
System and to unlock the secrets of the Universe. This search started in 
history. ,.,as contim10d by the Ancients, and has culminat cd in the amazing 
eries of the last few centuries. 
Solar 
pre-
discov-
Prehistoric man started to find some answers. lIe early recognized that t11e 
presence or absence of the Sun significantly affectIOd his life.. He could carry 
out hunting, fishing, and other outside pursld ts during the day, but he ViaS 
compelled to retuTn to his cave or huddle aTound a campfire at night. He soon 
learned that the heat of the Sun, varying from season to season, had a gTeat 
effect on his crops. Early coastal men probably Tealized that the positions of 
the SWl and Moon governed the ebb and £lao" of the tides. 
Th<.:: Ancients \vere more curions. Al though they contiJlued and expanded the studies 
of the effects of heclVcnly bodies on terrestrial events, their philosophers became 
interested in the less pragmatic relationships betl\een the Earth and the otheT 
objects they could see in the sky. They began to \.;onder about theiT distances and 
sizes as \'le11 as theil' movements with respcct to the Earth and each othel'. Fillally, 
they tried but failed to formulate the physical lai';s that governed the system. 
They had the intelligence but lacked the observational tools and measurement 
devices that have since been developed. 
TIle first dimension in the Solar System known to man was the si ze of the Earth. 
This was dctermined in about 230 B.C. by Eratosthenes, a Greek phiJosophcr. 
Knowing that the Earth was spherical and having determined that the angle bet\·:cen 
the Earth's equatorial plane and the ecliptic was about 231P, the latitude of 
Syene (now Aswan); he measul'ccl the angle of a shadow cast by a stake driven verti-
cally into the ground at Alexandria at noon on the day of the sunllner solstice. 
Applying elementary trigonometry. he calculated the circumference of the Earth. 
TIle value he obtained was "Ii thin ono percent of the presently accepted value. 
In planetary, exploration there were no significant accomplishments for many 
centuries. FUTtheT progTess required more accurate measurement devices and 
the invention of the telescope. DevelopmeJlts during the 16th and 17th cen-
turies made it possible for ast','onomel'S and mathematicians to determine many 
of the dimensional characteristics of the Solar System, and the interactions 
of the planets with the Sun, and each other. 
The Copernican theory gradually gaine,d acceptance by the scientific world. 
Galileo first trained a telescope on heavenly bodies -- among other t11ings 
he discovel'ed that Jupiter had four moons revolving about it; a SolaT System 
in miniatul'e. Tycha Brake I s painstaking obseTvations and extensive catalogs 
and records of the planets, enabled the analysis of his pupil Kepler which 
led to the fOTmulation of his thTee laws of planetary motion. Isaac Newton 
in his Principia developed the basic pl'inciples of celestial mechanics, 
'formulated the laws of motion and the Law of Universal Gravitation, and 
descl'ibed mathematically the nature of motions in the Universe. 
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The work of these giants enabled oth
er scientists gradually to determine
 the 
masses, sizes, and densities of the 
Sun, Earth, Moon and known planets; 
to 
calculate the orbital-characteristics
 of all known bodies in the Solar Sy
stem; 
and to completely map the Solar Syste
m in terms of the Astronomical Unit.
 
Thore£o1'e, \'lheneVe1' anyone dista1)ce is accu
rately determined, all the others 
can be calculated and refined. 
The mathematicians Gauss, Lagrange, 
LapI ace and others developed the theo
l'y 
of celestial mechaniGS \'ihich, with l'
cfinGmcnts, is still valid and used 
today, 
Comets appeaTed and l'eappeaTed; cele
stial mechanics shm'led that thoy ""eT
e, 
indeed, pal't of the Solar Sys'tem. 
Nm'l obj ects wore found. Many astel'oids were fo
und, largely in orbits between 
Mars and Jupiter. A 110\'1 planet, Ura
nus, ,·/as discovered l)y teJescope. 
Calculations based on porturbations 
of the orbit of Uranus led to the dis
coVC1')' 
of Neptune. Tho outermost k1lOwn pla
net, Pluto, was found in 1930. Many 
of the 
planets were found to have satellite
s ranging in size fTom t>lar's Deimos
, a 
small Tock, to Jupiter's huge satell
ite, Ganymede, even larger than the p
lanet 
fv!e1.'cury. 
The physical dimensions of obj ects in the Solar
 System, the distances l1etween 
them, their motions, and theil' intora
ctions are well knO\\'J1. athol' planet
ary 
characteristics are not as fully und
erstood: the chemical compositions o
f 
their inteTioTs, surfaces, and atmos
pheres; the prcsence 01' absencc of m
agnetic 
fields; seismic activit)'; SuhsuTface heat HO
I';; and their meteorological 
characteristics. 
Optical anu radar observations, wi til
 cal'{:ful analyses, have yielded a great 
deal of information. Ground-based s
pectrographic studies have given us 
important clues as to the chemical c
ompositions of the p]anets but tho 
screening out of impOJ~tant radiation by o
ur m\11 Htmosphere severoly limited 
the validity of the Tesults. Obsm:v
ational instTuments that have been pl
aced 
in Eal'th orb:it have greatly improved
 this aspect. 
Howevc1.', space technology has given 
us the tools to enaL'lc us to carry o
ut 
an oxtensive study of the planets du
ring the next fON decades. Possibly
 by 
the middle of the next century, we \v
ill know almost as much about the pla
nets, 
at least those of greatest intoTest,
 as we no\'1 know of the EaTth and }Oloon. 
One great spur to p1anetaTY explorat
ion, from the scientific viewpoint, 
is 
the fact that they are so remarkably
 different from each other. 
Objective: 
The pU1.'pose of this pl'ogTam will be 
to dTamatically increase mankind I s k
now-
ledge of the planets in the Solar Sy
stem over the next fe\\' decades with 
a 
vie\1' to an almost-complete understan
ding by the middle of the next centu
ry. 
PlanetaTY exploitation will follow w
henever justified by these discoveries. 
The program will yield 
e knowledge of the physical and che
mical structures of plancto.TY 
surfaces and interiors 
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G a determination of their geological ages 
~ measurements of the presence or absence of magnetic fields 
and seismic activity, as well as internal heat flo\l1 
characteristics 
(\ understanding of planetary atmospheres: their chemical structure 
at all levels, their dynamic flow patterns, the degree of 
ionization, and the presence of pol1utant materials. 
C1 knowledge of the meteorological characteristics and their 
relation to those of the Earth, for potential exploitation 
6 detection of the presence of fossil or present life forms 
and a more complete undeTstanding of the development of life 
{t an evolutionary model of the planets and the iT satellites, 
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Program Description: 
The NASA Office of ?pace Sciences has adopted a three-phased approach to 
planetary exploration. These phases are: 
• Reconnaissance 
• Exploration 
• Intensive Study 
During the Teconnaissance phase, first looks are .taken at all the planets 
and their satellites with instruments capable of determining their gross 
properties and to establish the approach to the exploration phase. The 
intensive study phase is concerned with very accurate in-depth measurements 
of important characteristics. 
This is analogous to the aCLomplishment of the lunar program. The 
reconnaissa.nce phase was performed with the Ranger spacecraft which sent back 
the first closeup photographs of the lunar slll'face. The exploration phase 
was accomplished by the Lunar Orbiter and Surveyor Programs. The Orbiter 
series photographed almost all of t.he lunar surface and the Surveyors soft 
landed, sent back closeups of the lunar surface, det.ermined the chemical 
composition using an alpha-scattering deVice, and sampled the lunar soil with 
digging/scooping apparatus. The intensive study phase corresponded to the 
Apollo missions. Samples were l'etUJ~ned to Earth and subj ected to detailed 
analysis in laboratories all around the "'orld. Lunar surface experiment 
packages were deployed by the astronauts and tl.'ansmitted masses of data back 
to Earth. These dat";a have also been subj ected to intense analysis. 
In the Viking program we are, at this writing, performing the exploration 
phase. 
The strategy for planetary exploration calls for completion of the 
reconnaissance phase, already well under way, and the exploration phases 
before the end of the century. The intensive study phase will be well under 
way by this time. The 21st century will see a continuation of the intensive 
study phase and exploitation and colonization of certain other planets and 
their satellites. 
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An OAST/OSS potential schedule for a phased approach to planetary exploration 
and exploitation is depicted in Figure 1. 
Ground-based observations, with improved instruments, will continue to play 
an important role in the reconnaissanc.e phase of the program. Earth-orbiting 
instruments will also add to the fund of knowledge. Information gained from 
flyby spacecraft, equipped for photography and using other sensor systems, 
as well as probes -- possibly deployed from the flyby spacecraft -- will aid 
in the design of spacecraft and instrumentation for the exploration phase. 
The exploration phase will make use of orbiting spacecraft, atmospheric entry 
probes, and surface penetrators. The orbiter observation times will be many 
months in duration. 
The intensive study phase will utilize orbiters and soft landers with 
sampling and sample screening equipment. The potential exists for automated 
systems that will return selected samples either to Earth or to an automated 
planetary space station (APSS). 
'The APSS systems represent a series of complex planet-orbiting laboratories. 
They will serve as orbiting observatories. They will serve as launching 
platforms for deployment of surface rovers which will be used for surface 
observation, analysis, and sample acquisition, The rovers will be able to 
retum selected samples to the APSS for more sophisticated automated analysis. 
Capability for returning samples to Earth will also be available. APSS systems 
will have observational lifetimes measured in years. 
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Supporting Space Technology: 
A comprehensive planetary exploration program will require significant but 
attainable advances in space technology. The achievement of the NASA/OAST 
Space Technology Goals as further detailed in the Forecast of Space 
Technology, with increased emphasis on reliability considerations, would 
meet the objectives of this ambitious program. . 
Relatively heavy spacecraft-payload combinations, of several thousand 
kilograms, with operating lifetimes of up to twenty years, will travel over 
great distances -- the planet Pluto is over three billion miles away. 
Considering the great distances involved, there will be a need for nuclear 
propulsion capability so that thrust can be applied throughout the journey. 
i , 
As a spacecraft moves away from the Sun toward the outer planets the use of 
solar energy for spacecraft pO\'ler is lost. Larger and improved radioisotope 
thermal generators will be needed. 
Communication time lags will be prohibitive (over ten ho~ in the case of· 
Pluto). Therefore on-board systems must be autonomous to a degree not 
heretofore approached. 
The sensors used in the planetary exploration program will be similar to 
those that have been used in earth-Qrbital mi~sions and in previous planetary 
flybys but will be much more sophisticated. 
Sophisticated information management will be one of the keys to the success 
of this program. Only the data that the scientist needs should be transmitted
 
to Earth and then in the format he can readily use. Refined on-board data 
processing equipment \'lill be required along with highly-efficient data 
selection and compression capability. 
Reliability of the highest degree will be required for these long-life 
systems. At least triple-redundance and self-repair capability should be 
required for electronic systems. An extensive test program will be 
instituted. 
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Socio-Economic Benefits: 
There will be no attempt to quantify socio-economic benefits for this 
application. Nor will we discuss thoroughly the purposes and advantages of 
such a program. A very fine discussion has been presented in Exploration of 
the Solar System NASA EP-122, pgs. 2-6. 
The great benefits of a planetary exploration program are: 
1. Exploration 
The desire to explore is one of the driving forces of mankind. Through the 
years explorers have been among the most admired of individuals. Through 
the centuries the voyages to the New World, the attempts to reach the poles 
and to scale the highest mountains, and to conquer the air have always captured 
the imagination of the public. The adventurous type of exploration NASA has 
been engaged in has had great popular appeal. The Apollo program was avidly 
followed by people in all walks of life, throughout the world. Successful 
endeavors in planetary exploration will add greatly to the prestige of nations 
and groups performing them. 
2. Science 
~!an has a desire to gain new knowledge in all scientific areas. Often the 
drive is for knowledge for knowledge!s sake. However, advances in science 
have led to improvements in all areas of human existence and activity. Host 
frequently, the advantages to be gained were not apparent when the scientific 
quest began. We cannot, at this time, enumerate the benefits that will accrue 
from a planetary exploration program -- but we know they will be there. 
3. Advanced Technology 
Advanced technology will be needed, as was seen in the preceding section, for 
many aspects of the planetary exploration program. This same technolgy will 
be required and used in many other areas of space activity. As has proved 
to be the case through the years, these technological advances will be useful 
in many other fields as well. 
4. Economic Growth 
Expanding science and technology lead to economic benefits. A planetary 
exploration program will be of direct economic benefit to many industries: 
aerospace, electronics,' data processing, communications, energy production, 
to name a few. University researCh programs will expand. New facilities will 
be required in certain areas; the resulting industrial growth will 'benefit 
many communities. 
In addition to direct economic benefits, this program, as has been the case in 
other large-scale space endeavors, will act as a spur to theoconomy in general. 
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5. Forerunner for Exploitation 
Our knowledge and understanding of the other planets in the Solar System 
will enable us to exploit these natural resources for the benefit of mankind. 
A planetary exploration program can be an important part of a weather 
prediction and modification program. The effects of varying gravitational 
fields on climate can be stlldied on other planets. Similarly, the effects 
of slow rotation, as is the case of Venus, on climate will be studied using 
the planet itself as the laboratory. Weather modification techniques and 
other potentially hazardous activities can be tested on other planets or 
satellites. 
Summary and Con~lusions 
• A three-phase planetary exploration program is needed over the next 
'few decades 
• The first phase, reconnaisance, already under way~ will be completed 
before the end of the century 
• The exploration phase will also be completed by the end of the 
century 
• The intensive study phase will be underway by this time 
• During the twenty-first century the intensive study phase will 
continue, and exploitation and colonization of certain planets and 
satellites will proceed. 
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V Summary 
Separate examination of the six selected space system applications was approp
riate 
for developing necessary background information and system descriptions, from 
which 
to define and quantify -- where possible -- the potential socio-economic bene
fits. 
The six system applications are presented as case studies in the preceding ch
apter, 
to facilitate separate distribution. 
Nevertheless, the case study format does not demonstrate adequately the exten
t 
to which these system applications complement each other in the support of 
National Needs or in the generality of potential benefits. Table I summarizes
 
the potential socio-economic benefits of the six system applications -- in term
s 
of National Needs and NASA Themes. 
The six systems will make beneficial contributions in support of all seven Na
tional 
Needs. Potential economic benefits will be pervasive, extending beyond the fi
rst-
order effects described in this study. Important contributions to solution of
 
our energy and environmental problems can be expected. Widespread and large 
benefits will accrue through improved protective and forecasting systems. 
Similarly. contributions to New Knowled~e and Defense Needs will be diverse. 
In addition, pairs of the six system applications are complementary. For exam
ples, 
consider the electronic mail and personal teleohone systems, the weather-clima
te 
and crop-water forecasting systems, and the planetary systems. Undertaking on
e 
of a pair will enhance the potential of its complement. 
These selected space system applications may be summarized as offering 
very great socio-economic benefits for the basic needs of our society. 
also indicate the potential contributions of other system applications 
examined in comparable detail. 
potentially 
They 
yet to be 
..... 
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SYSTEM 
APPLI CATI ONS 
ELECTRONIC MAIL 
NASA Theme: 
Global Service Systems 
PERSONAL 
TELEPHONE 
CCHIUNICATIONS 
NASA Them~: , 
Global Service Systems 
ECONOMY 
• Enlarged industrial base 
• Customer savings 
• Increased USPS revenues 
• USPS savings in 
operat~onal costs 
• Impact on paper and 
recycling industries 
• Less misdirected mail 
• Enlarged industrial base 
• Less cost per call 
• More rapid industrial 
cOlIIDunications 
• Development and sale of 
new products 
• Enlarged industrial base 
• Increased food supply 
• Increased world markets 
WEATHER AND CLIMATE • Savings to property 
MONITORING, PREDICTION,. Reduced transportation 
AND CONTROL costs 
NASA Theme: 
Global Service Systems 
CROP PRODUCTION 
FORECASTING AND 
WATER AVAILABILITY 
NASA Theme: 
Global Service Systems 
PLANETARY ENGINEERING 
OF VENUS 
NASA Theme: 
Exploration of the 
Solar System 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
NASA Theme: 
Exploration 0 f the 
Solar System 
• Improvements in industrial 
facilities 
• Enlarged industrial base 
• Reduced crop losses 
• Improvement in land and 
crop management 
• Increased trade 
• New and improved water 
sources 
• Enlarged industrial base 
• Colonization effects on 
the economy 
• Potential benefits to 
agriculture 
I ! , ~ Eniarg~d industrial base 
~ Increase in university 
research facilities 
~, Potential new resources 
ENERGY 
• Reduction in use of 
ground transportation 
fuels 
• Reduction in use of 
aircraft fuels 
• Recovery of energy from 
recycling operations 
• Less ground electrical 
energy required 
• Solar energy on satellite 
self-generated 
• Potential new energy 
sources - winds, tidal, 
solar 
• Savings in use of present 
resources 
• Encourage use of new 
sources 
I- Increase production of 
hydroelectric power 
• Reduce power requirements 
through impTCved machinery 
usage 
• New methods for the 
creation of, harnessing of, 
or conservation of energy 
• New m~thods for the 
creati:on of, harnessing of, 
or conservation of energy 
ENVIRONMENT 
• Less pollution due to 
air and ground 
transportation 
r 
• Less pollution due to 
reduced need for eJ.::ctrical 
energy 
• Prediction of pollution 
effects 
• Atmospheric modification 
• Better management of air 
and water resources 
• Reduction of pollution 
• Ability to improve the 
earth's ecosphere 
• Weather modification 
i 
• Ability to imp! ve the 
earth's ecosphere 
• Weather modification 
e~periment's on other 
bodies 
NATIONAL NEEDS 
PROTECT] ON OF 
LIFE AND PROPERTY 1 
I 
• More rapid disseminationl 
of information 
• Less lost and misdirected 
mail 
• Search and rescue I 
operations facilitated 
• Reduced law enforcement 
and fire response times I 
• Rapid warnIng of natural 1 
phenomena threats J 
• Rapid transmission for 
medical/surgical use 
• Natural phenomena 
prediction 
• World transportation 
safety enhanced 
• Protection of Range 
animals 
• Protection of wild 
animals 
• Reduced crop losses 1 
• Improved animal husbandr~ 
due to drought predictioq 
• Ability to eliminate i 
starvation l 
! 
• Possible survival of I 
humanity 1 
• Colonization because of 
overpopulation 11 
enyJronment 
• Control of our own , 
i 
• possible sources for 
co 10n'i z at i on 
I 
,t £Gh"IJAL PAGE IS 
POOR QUALITY! 
1 TABLE 1 - SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL BENEFITS FROM SELECTED SPACE SYSTEM APPLICAT 
LFOLDOUT FRAM~ I 
"r-- ........ r 
NATIONAL NEEDS 
PROTECTION OF 
LIFE AND PROPERTY 
• MQre rapid dissemination 
of information 
• L¢ss lost and misdirected 
m;iil 
• Search and rescue 
ical operations facilitated 
n 
r' 
• Reduced law enforcement 
and fire response times 
• R~pid warning of natural 
phenomena threats 
• Rapid transmission for 
m~dical/surgical use 
• Natural phenomena 
prediction 
• World transportation 
s;ifety enhanced 
• Protection of Range 
animals 
• Protection of wild 
animals 
• Reduced crop losses 
• Improved animal husbandry 
due to drought prediction 
• Ability to eliminate 
shrvation 
• Possible survival of 
humanity 
• Cblonization because of 
overpopulation 
• C~ntrol of our own 
environment 
i 
• Ppssible sources for 
cblonization 
FOOD AND 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
• Increase in recycling 
facili ties 
• ~!ore timber use 
• Decreased use of metal 
resources 
• Small decrease in timber 
requirements 
• Protection of resources 
• Crop insurance-reduced 
damage 
• Better crop and animal 
husbandry 
• Transportation planning 
• Greater food supply 
• Improved land and water 
management 
• Use of ocean resources 
• Need for additional 
natural resources 
• Improved agriCUltural 
productivit;y on Earth 
i I 
, 
• Potential for new 
resources 
NEW KNOWLEDGE 
• Potential of large 
space structures 
• Improvements in 
electronics, communi-
cations, and data 
processing 
• Accumulation of data on 
wave propogation 
• Use of large space 
structures 
• Improvements in elec-
tronics, communications, 
and data processing 
• Accumulation of data on 
wave propogation 
i 
• More comPlete understand-
ing of weather and 
climate 
• Better knowledge of the 
atmosphere 
• Improved ath .adels and 
the use of data process-
ing 
• Improved knowledge of 
photosynthesis 
• Use of ocean resources 
• Math modeling and data 
processing 
• r~tential of weather 
modification 
• Improved knowledge of 
photosynthesis and 
respiration 
• Studies of algae 
thllracteristics 
• Planetary Atmospheres 
• Laboratory chambers and 
~ath modeling 
• *hysical, and chemical 
structures 
• Planetary atmospheres 
• Planetary meteorOlogy 
• Detection of life forms 
• M~Qeling and data 
~rocessing procedures 
kCTED SPACE SYSTEM APPLICATIONS RELATED TO NATIONAL NEEDS 
,DEFENSE 
• I~roved facilities for 
routine mail 
• Potential for station-
to-station classified 
use 
• Rapid ca..unications 
between bases and to 
field installations 
• Less vulnerable syste. 
to Sto1WS, etc. 
• Knowledge for better 
ailitary plannin, 
• Weather .adification 
as a defense tool 
• Knowledge for better 
military planning 
• Potential of weather 
modification as a 
defense .tool 
• Potential of weather 
modification as a 
defense tool 
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